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Celebrating Z5years ofexcellence in collegiate journalism
Check out the ongoing intellectual antics of
Professor Hobo. a fictitious English professor
at Murray State.

page ten
Murray State traveled to Death Valley last weekend and lost Ohio
Valley Conference games to Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State.
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BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Ryan Brooks/The News

University President F. King Alexander said the University community has created a " nice, loving
environment" for his children. Savannah (left) is S, and Madison is 2.

When F. King Alexander was appointed Murray State University's lOth president last September. many speculated Alexander would continue
the same style of leadership as the ninth University president. his father, Kern Alexander.
However, throughout his five months serving
as University president, Alex.ander has brought
with him a multitude of changes to Oakhurst, the
most important two being his daughters. Savannah, 5. and Madison, 2 ..
Alexander is the first University president to
have children in Oakhurst since Constantine Curris, the University's sixth president, appointed in
1973.
Although Cunis was single when he took
office, he married a little less than a year later and

welcomed his wife's 5-year-old son to Onkhursl.
Later, the Cunis' brought home their newborn
daughter, Elena Diane,
Although Alexander said he had concerns about
his children's transition into Oakhurst and Murray, he said the change has gone sntoothly.
"The transition has been better than I expected." Alexander said. ''You worry far rnore about
your kids· transition to the environment than they
do."
Alexander said the University and the community have helped the family with the lrctnl>ition.
''The University has created a nice, loving environment for my children, and I greatly appreciate
it," Alexander said. "The community has
embraced them far better than I could have ever
anticipated."

see KIDS /14
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Board approves Internet course fee
BY M ARCI OWEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The Murray State Board of Regents
approved a course fee for students enrolled in
on-line and Kentucky Virtual University
courses through Murray State University.
The fee, which will be effective with summer 2002 cla-;ses, is set at $30 per hour for
each hour of Internet classes taken, said John
Yates, dean of the Center for Continuing
Education.
Yates said nearly all the instructor~ for
Web classes are paid on an overload basis.
which means Internet courses are not part of
their regular class load. This. along with other
expenses. makes on-line courses expensive
for the University. he said.
"We pay the instructor to develop the

course and then also pay the overload," Yates
said. "The Center for Teaching and Learning
runs regular workshops on teaching on the
Web and the Univen;ity has invested a great
deal of money in hardware and software
(Blackboard) to manage the courses."
Yates said on-line courses were designed
primarily for distance-teaming students who
would probably not otherwise be able to take
the courses, and who would likely be paying
on a class-by-class basis.
Upon examining who was taking Web
classes, Yates said enrollment growth was
primarily full-time students on the main campus taking the courses for convenience.
"Since these students have alre~y paid
full-time tuition, we were essentially paying
an instructor an overload to teach a course
that was not receiving tuition revenue," Yates

said.
Yates said the fee will help the University
recover the overload payments. course development stipends and administrative expenses
involved.
Some students enrolled in Internet clas..;es
are not as optimistic about the additional fee
as University officials.
Creighton Matthews, senior from Versailles, said as a full-time student, Web courses allowed him necessary lipace in his schedule 10 work hours he may not be able to work
otherwise.
However. Matthews said the fee probably
would not deter students from 'talcing Internet
courses.
Said Matthews: "I probably still would just
because they're so convenient, but J don't
feel the fee is right."

Jenny Hahn/Tho News

Forum moderators Alison Webster, freshm an from Lexington,
and Andy Carr, freshman from Mayfield, listen to comments
from University President F. King Aleunder at Tuesday's ResidendaJ College Forum In Freed Curd Auditorium.

Alexander addresses
student complaints,
concerns at Forum
BY SEVERO A VILA
STAFF WRITER

Grammy-notninated St. Louis rapper
Nelly brings his lyrics to Murray State's
RSEC this March. The St. Lunatics will
be the opening act for the performer.

MORE ON PAGE EIGHT

Photo courtesy of Mad Booking

Murray State University President F. King Alexander spoke to
students Tuesday • ight at a forum
d iscussing Murray State's residential-college system.
The Residential College Association invited Alexander to speak
at the forum, which was held in
the Freed Curd Auditorium. Those
in attendance listened to Alexander speak about his experience in
the residential-college system and
then got the opportunity to ask the
president questions.
Alexander spoke initially about
his personal experience as a residential-college student at Oxford
University.

"The beauty of the re-.identialcollege system is that you can tie
yourself to certain college opportunities," Alexander said. ''You
can be a part of something for a
lifetime - something that allow~
you to thrive and develop leadership skills."
Addressing students concerns,
Alexander discussed the residential·college system as a solution to
students' needs to ''break away
from the larger pack.'' He said the
Greek system was a form of this,
but added that Greek organizations are the most segregated part
of Murray State's campus.
"There's no fraternity or :.orority that represents a microcosm of

see FORUM / 14

Mattei announces early shutdown, facility for sale
BY J ASON B illiNGSLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Last week. Mauel announced it
will close its complex three
months early.
Mark Manning, Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation President.
said the early closing had no definite advantages or disadvantages, although it was harder to
sell a building still in use.

"(The closing) has certainly
been painful for the company and
employees. but by that same
token, it's very difficult to sell a
facility !~till in operation." Manning said. "There is limited
access to the building since it' s
still in production. If a company
wants to come in and look at the
facility. it's difficult because the
building is still full of equipment
and inventory."
Murray
Calloway-County

Chamber of Commerce Director
John Williams said the closing
wilJ affect more than the loss of
jobs.
"Not only are you talking
about the loss of jobs and large
payroll not being overturned in
the economy. but you're also losing everything Mattei has done
as a corporate citizen in supporting the Chamber. the United Way
and Relay For Life," Williams
said. "It's going to hurt; there' s

absolutely no question."
Manning is not the only one
trying to sell rhe building. Mattei
also is currently trying to market
the building and has hired the
Chicago real-estate firm Jones.
Lang and LaSalle. The Kentucky
Cabinet for Economic Development and the West Ken tucky
Development Corporation a lso
are helping the EDC sell the
complex.
Since the sale of the building is

.

in the preliminary stages, Manning said he could not give
details about the prospective
clients. He said the building's
features, which include rail sidings, an existing infrastructure of
water, sewer and electrical facilIties.
fire-protection
items.
water·storage facilities and a
nu mber of cranes, will make it
easy lo sell. Manning also said
the facility can be divided into
two ...eparate facilities for manu-

facturing and distribution if
needed.
"You won' t find a finer facility
anywhere in the country," Manning said .
Manning liaid the displaced
labor force from the Mattei c losing. combined with the available
work force from the Un iversity.
i~ a perk for potential buyers.
•· A company that makes a

see MATTEL /14
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ampus
PRSSA to meet Monday;
open to everyone
The Public Relations Student
Society of America will meet at
4:30 p .m. Monday in Wilson
Hall room 220.
Anyone interested is invited
to attend.

· On-campus food drive
to support Need Une
The department of wellness
and therapeutic science is
sponsoring a University-wide
food drive for the month of
February to replenish Need
Line's food supply.
The department will assist in
supplying any suitable location on campus with boxes for
• collecting donations. Canned
meats, boxed pasta and
. canned goods are especially
needed, but all non-perishable
food items will be accepted.
WTS will be responsible for
the pick up and delivery of the
boxes. The pick-up date is Feb.
28, but if boxes fill before that
date, WTS will be available to
retrieve them.
For additional questions,
contact Mike Gowen at 7627040 or Corky Broughton at
762-6124.

American Cancer Society
offers donors golf passes
The American Cancer Society is giving out golf passes
with every $35 donation for

Valentine's Day.
The pass is good for the
entire calendar year and offers
play at a variety of courses.
For further questions or to
order a golf pass, call 1-800AC$-2345.

RSEC concession stands
accept declining balance
Students short on cash and
wanting to purchase snacks at
the Regional Special Events
Center have another option
from which to choose.
At any event held at RSEC,
declining-balance accounts can
be used to purchase refreshments at any of the concession
stands o r concession kiosks
located on the RSEC second
floor.

Kenlale Stale Resort Park
to offer special package
Kenlake State Resort Park is
offereing a special Valentine's
Day celebratio Feb 9.
The $99 per-couple package
includes one night's lodging at
the park's historic lodge, a dinner featuring Caribbeaninspired cuisine and a dance
featuring the Steel of the Night
island music band.
Menu items will include
fried coconut shrimp, grilled
tuna with tropical salsa, jerk
pork with sauce and a variety
of desserts.
The cost per couple for the
dinner and dance alone is $59,

or $25 for the dance alone.
For more information, contact the park at 1·800-325·0143.

who might try to drive while
intoxicated. An officer picked
up the spectator, who was a
juvenile, and brough t him to
the University Police Department.

Service organization
to meet Tuesday
The Rotaract Club, a professional development/ service
organization, will meet at 6
p .m. Tuesday at Gloria's
Restaurant.
The Rotaract Club meets on
the first and third Tuesday of
every month.
Everyone is welcome. For
more information, contact
Jenny or Suzy at 762-4068.

My Party virus infects
Murray State users
Webmail users on campus
are being infected with the MY
Party virus.
If you have received an email message with the subject
"New photos from my party"
and have opened the attachment,
go
to
http :/ /vil .mcafee .com/ dispVirus?virus_k=99332& and
download the daily dat file.
If you have received the email message and did not open
the attachment, simply delete
the e-mail message.
If you have any questions,
contact PC support at 7623685.

Cnmpus Britjly is compiled by
Marci Owe11, assistant news editor.

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
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• PoliceBeat

thenews@murraysta te.edu

Saturday, Jan. 26

Thursday, Jan. 24
7:37 p.m . An officer was at

Racer Arena regarding a dispute over a basketball. A report
was ta ken.

Friday, Jan. 25
12:25 a.m. The smell of marijuana was reported on Regents
College third floor. Nothing
was found upon officer arrival.
2:28 p.m. An off~duty Murray
State police officer reported a
reckless d river coming into
Murray at a high ra te of speed.
The Murray Police Department
was notified.
9:28 p.m. A caller reported a
group of male subjects were
committing a rude act in a Hart
College haJlway.
10:40 p.m . A caller reported a
drunken spectator at the rodeo

12:07 p.m . A caller reported it
appeared someone walked on
the hood of her car in the dorm
circle. A report was taken.
11:23 p.m . A student in White
College reported receiving
several p rofane messages on
her answering machine. The
student said she would come
to UPD the next day with the
taped messages to file a
report.

Sunday, Jan. 27
11:07 p.m. A caller in College
Courts reported damage to her
vehicle. A report was taken.
11:07 p.m. Glass was s hot out
of a car window in the Stewart Stadium parking lot. Several other calls of the same
nature were received from
the stadium area. A report
was taken.

Monday, Jan. 28
7:34 p.m. Regents College win-

dows appeared to have been
hit with pellets. A report was

taken.
10:58 p.m. A caller reported
possible d rug activity in
Franklin College. Nothing was
found upon officer arrivaL

Tuesday, Jan. 29
9:30 p.m. Racer Patrol reported

a black Blazer with two people
hanging on the side moving
toward Stewart Stadium from
College Courts.

Wednesday, Jan. 30
9:39 a.m. A doorbell was s tolen

from Regents College. The
Housing Office has received a
report, but UPD has received
no criminal complaint.
5:27 p.m . A student called to
report a dumpster beside
Har t College with an ab estos
label tha t had rem ain ed·
u ncovered w ith material in it
for th ree o r four days. The
C en tra l Plan t was no tified
and reported everything
appeared to be no rma l.

Motorist assists - 6
Racer escorts - l

Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, assistant news editor, from
materials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.
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T- fatller faces rde In prison after
Jury declares guilt in murder of son

Detroit man pleads guilty
to sending e-mail threats

LEXINGTON (AP) - A Fayette County jury
found a 17-year-old father of lcilling his infant son.
The jury recommended Tuesday that Kurt Smith
serve life in prison for shaking 6-week-old Blake
Smith and slamming his head so hard his skull fractured.
Smith bad testified that the baby had been fussy a
good pan of the night in March of last year. The baby
cried, threw up, refused to eat and could not be quieted, Smith said. After changing the baby at least
three times, Smith said his frustration was building.
"At this point, I just didn't know what to do. I just
lost it," said Smith before admitting be shook and
dropped the infant
Pam Ledgewood, Smith's attorney, did not apologize for her client's behavior, which she admitted
was "morally reprehensible."
"Tbere's a tendency among people to assume that
people don't want to take responsibility," Ledgewood told jurors. "Kurt Smith wants to take responsibility."
Neither Jessica Rudenis, 17, Blake's mother and
Smith's ex-girlfriend, nor her family and friends had
any comment after the trial ended.

DETROIT (AP) - A man accused of
sending threatening e-mail messages to
an Arab-American community organization on Sept. 11 pleaded guilty
Wednesday to one count of attempted
ethnic intimidation.
Douglas Snyder, of Lemoore. Calif.,
was charged in October with sending
threatening messages to members of
the Dearborn-based Arab American
Community Center for Economic and
Social Services.
He originally was charged with five
counts of ethnic intimidation but
reached a plea deal with prosecutors.
District Court Judge WJ.lliam l...eo
Cahalan on Wednesday sentenced
Snyder to 18 months probation, one
week of community service and
$1,000 in court costs. If Snyder fails to
complete his probation, he will face a
120-day jail sentence.
Snyder, 46. has been doing community service at ACCESS since Monday, the Wayne County prosecutor's
office said.

· Officials say chemical release will
not pose threat after containment
CALVERT CITY (AP) - Emergency officials said
a fll'e and chemical release at a western Kentucky
chemical company Tuesday afternoon was contained
and won't pose a threat to the nearby community.
Director of the state Office of Emergency Man·
agement Ray Bowman said that a fire at the plant
burned up most of the chemical and the rest dissipated.
No one was injured in the explosion, which ignited around 12:30 p.m. CST and burned until 3:30
p.m., offJCials said. Bowman said Westlake's own
onsite fue..suppression unit put out the fll'e.
Dave Hansen, a spokesman for the company in
Houstoo, said it's too early to know the cause of the
fll'e.. He said there was a releao;e of hydrocarbons in
the vinyl chloride monomer division, which caused
an explosion.
Hansen said it's not yet known exactly what type
of chemical was released or how much. Bowman
estimated that up to 5,000 pounds of chlorine and
5,000 pounds vinyl chloride could have been set free.
The part of the plant where the fll'e occurred was
shut down on Tuesday, but most of the plant's 400
or so employees weren't sent home, Hansen said.
Bowman said a state Environmental Response
Team was dispatched to the scene to help oversee
the cleanup, but most of that task will be handled
by Westlake.

Florida woman challenges
state ID picture policy
WINTER PARK, Aa. (AP) - A
Muslim woman has sued the state for
suspending her driver's license after
she refused to remove her face-covering veil for the photograph.
Sultaana Freeman, 34, said she was
allowed to wear her veil, which only
reveals her eyes, for her license photo
in Illinois and for a Aorida license
issued in February.
But state officials demanded Freeman pose without her veil in November, following checks of records
prompted by the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks.
Freeman tiled suit earlier this month
in Orange County.
"I don't show my face to strangers
or unrelated males," Freeman said.
Aorida law states that license applicants be issued "a color photographic
or digital imaged driver's license bear·
ing a full-face photograph."
Robert Sanchez, a spokesman for
the Depanment of Highway Safety
and Mocor Vehicles, said his agency
had to enforce that law.

•world
But civil rights lawyer Howard
Marks said the law is vague. He pointed to another Aorida law stating the
"government shall not substantially
burden a person's exercise of religion."

Gnp schools cliplle
•IJII(Ielllian CMrW at game
MEDFORD, Ore. (AP) • A high
school basketball player who head·
butted another player is being forced
to skip the next game between the
teams, and the lawyer for the assail an·
t's school district is crying foul.
Medford School District attorney
Tim Gerk.ing said the agreement to
force the player to skip the game was
negotiated by Kl.amadl County District
Attorney Ed Caleb, whose son plays
on the team of the head-butting victim.
Gerking says he might file an ethics
complaint against Caleb, who he
believes used his office to keep North
Medfotd High's starting point guard
out of Friday's important game against
Klamath Union.
Zachary Taylor, 17, was issued a
misdemeanor assault citation Jan. 18
because of the head-butting incident
during a game between the teams on
Jan. 4. He was called for a personal
foul, but was not otherwise penalized.
The player who absorbed the headbutt was not injwed.
Caleb began a criminal investigation after the game and negotiated an
agreement with Taylor's family on
Tuesday to dismiss the citation ifTaylor gets his temper evaluated and skips
Friday's rematch. Taylor's parents
accepted Caleb's offer, but support
their son's claim that the head-butt
was accidental.
Gerking said the district is considering filing an ethics complaint with the
Oregon State Bar or the state Government Standards and Practices Commission.
Caleb called Gerking's comments
"hollow threats" that might lead to a
complaint in the other direction.
Gerki.ng ·~ust wants to shoot his
mouth off because he doesn't know
what he's talking about." Caleb said.
"Maybe I' II be the one who contactc;
the Oregon State Bar."

Police arTest suspect
in reporter kidnapping
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)A Muslim cleric identified as a
prime suspect in the abduction of
Wall Street Journal reporter
Daniel Pearl has been arrested,
Pakistani officials said Wednesday.
The officials, speaking on condition of anonymity, refused to
say when or where Sheik
Mubarak Ali Gilan.i was arrested
or whether be surrendered voluntarily.
Pearl was lrying to arrange an
interview with Gilani, leader of a
small Muslim fundamentalist
group, when he disappeared in
Karachi on Jan. 23.
Police raided his residences in
Lahore and Rawalpindi but could
not find him. His mother, sister
and about I 0 other relatives were
taken into custody, police said.
That tactic is commonly used in
Pakistan to prompt suspects to
surrender.
E-mail messages from the previously unknown National Movement for the Restoration of Pakistani Sovereignty claimed
re:;ponsibility They included pictures of Pearl, 38. South Asian
bureau chief for the newspaper, in
chains with a pistol pointt-d at his
bead.
The message included a list of
demands including better treatment for Pakistanis held with
other terrorist suspects by U.S.
authorities at Gbantanamo Bay,
Cuba.
But Pakistani authorities said
Pearl was most likely being held
by a known radical Muslim faction linked to the al-Qaida terrorist organization.

Aid money could take
months to deliver
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP> Developing syste~m for properly
managing aid money for
Afghanistan is likely to talce
months, a World Bank official
said Wednesday.

The massive aid promised by
foreign countries to Afghanistan
can start being utili1.ed "as soon as
there's a mechanism for the
money to flow in. for there to be a
mechanism to procure the services ... and for financial accountability mechanisms to be in
place.'' said William Byrd. the
World Bank's acting country
manager for Afghanistan.
Asked how long that would be.
he said "We hope as soon as possible. but it should be within a
couple of months."
Afghanistan's minimal banking
system and neophyte, interim
government leave the country
without effective systems for
monitoring and utilizing aid
money. The World Bank is working to develop such systems.

Bombs rock Columbian

TV studio, anny convoy
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - A
car bomb exploded outside a
major television studio in the capital Wednesday, a day after a
remote-controlled bomb ripped
through an army convoy in
Colombia's south, killing a soldier and five civilians.
Tbe bombings, which authorities have blamed on the counlry's
largest guerrilla army, como
despite breakthroughs in peace
negotiations to end a 38-year civil
war. No one hao; claimed responsibility for the bombings.
In Bogota, .a red four-wheel
drive vehicle packed with about
65 poupds of dynamite exploded
before dawn Wednesday on a residential street behind the studio
where Caracol television broadca<tts its news programs. There
were no injuries or deaths.
The blast shattered windows all
along the block in midtown Bogota. and damaged offices and
equipment in the Caracol's twostory building. Police said Caracol, one of Colombia's main netwOrks, had received threats, as
have other media outlets.
Bogota
mayor
Antanas

Mockus blamed the Revolutionary Anned Forces of Colombia,
or FARC, for the blast at Caracol
TV. However, Bogota police
chief Gen. Jorge Enrique Linares
said it was too early to assign
blame.
Tuesday evening. a remotecontrolled car bomb packed with
about 90 pounds of dynamite was
set off as a convoy of army vehicles passed in the southern city of
Aorencia, killing a soldier and
five civilian bystanders, said
Capt Lida Zambrano, spokeswoman for the army's 12th
Brigade.

Afll• Clm!llcy Ws

after swildl to u.s. .....

KABUL, Afghanistan (AP) Afghanistan's currency plunged
Wednesday in frantic street-trading on word that the U.S. dollar
may become the interim currency
until new afghanis are introduced.
The fall in the afghani to
around 36,000 to the dollar came
a day after Warren Coats. a senior
official of the International Monetary Fund, said decisions need to
be made soon about introducing a
new afghani to help stabilize the
economy.
The afghani's plunge created
near-chaos in the hectic scene at
Kabul's central market, the main
currency trading point. Streetside
traders slapped the windows of
cars crawling through the snarled
traffic and offered rates that
changed in seconds.
Some claimed to be offering up
to SO,<XX> afghanis to the dollar,
but when customers stopped. the
rate went down amid heated discussions.
The afghani plummeted to
73,000 to the dollar after the Sept.
11 attacks on the United States.
then strengthened to 23,000 when
the Taliban abandoned Kabul in
November. Earlier this month it
leveled off around 30,000 per dollar.

World Briefly is compiled by
News Editor Jason Billingsley.

Friday, Feb. 1
l. Fraternity Rush: For specific information, contact individual fraternity.
2. Steven Jackson - Sunset Strips in the Curds Center @ 7pm/ admission
free/sponsored by SGA.
3. Cinema International - "Dancer In The Dark" Rated R/ admission free.
The film is in the Curris Center Theater starting at 7:30pm.
4. Indoor Soccer - Beshear Gym. (Former Scouting Museum) - Reservations
for court time to play can be made by calling Jim Bauer @ 762-6984.
5. Late night Movie "What Women Want" rated PG-13 @ lOpm Curris Center
Theater/ admission free.
6. Murray High Boys & Girls play against Calloway at Murray High @ 6pm
Girls/7:30pm Boys.
7. Truck Pull - Sponsored by Robin Wood @ the EXPO Center at 7:30pm.
Admission is $14 adults/ $7 children.
8. Karaoke Night - Sponsored by White College 7pm - lOpm @White College
Piano Lounge.
9. Dinner Theatre · "Cliffhanger" a mystery comedy by James Yaffe @
Kenlalce Hotel Room C. Dinner @ 6pm, show @ 7:30pm for reservations call
(270) 436-2399 by Wednesday.
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the SGA website and
Racer Net.

J

Saturday, Feb. 2
l. Fraternity Rush: For specific information, contact
individual fraternity.
2. Cinema International - "Dancer In The Dark" Rated R/
admission free. The film is in the Curris Center Theater
starting at 7:30pm.
.
3. Indoor Soccer - Beshear Gym. (Former Scouting Museum)
Reservations for court time to play can be made by
calling Jim Bauer @ 762-6984.
4. Truck Pull - Sponsored by Robin Wood @ the EXPO
Center at 7:30pm. Admission is $14 adults/ $7 children.
5. Volleyball - Sponsored. by White College lpm-Spm @ Carr
Health North Gym/$5 per team. For more information
call White College @ 762-6151.

Sunday, Feb. 3
l. Immanuel Lutheran Church - 9am. Bible class and 10:30
Worship. Immanuel Lutheran 100 South 15th St. Murray
across from Sparks Hall.
2. Indoor Soccer - Beshear Gym. (Former Scouting Museum)
Reservations for court time to play can be made by
calling Jim Bauer @ 762-6984.
3. Super Bowl Sunday.

• •
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Editor explains Police Beat policy
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In My
Opinion

K

T

What do you think of
SGA's 'Unpack your
Suitcase' campaign?

LOREE

STARK

"ARRESTS AND

"I don't
think it's
going to
make that
much of a
difference."
TISH LYTE
IQPIIOf'flOfe, Dyersburg, Tllfln.

POLICE REPORTS,
UNIVERSITY OR
OTHERWISE, ARE
CONSIDERED A
MATTER OF OPEN
RECORD."

• editor's note
A decision made by the editorial board of "The News"
determined that the style and
format of this commentary
will be presented differently
than other commentaries
because of its subject matt~r
and relationship to working
policies observed by the editorial board within the paper.
Since I took on the responsibility
of editor in chief of "The News" in
August, I have never felt it necessary to use the paper as a veh.icle to
explain the policies the newspaper
chooses to enforce and the factors
that back the forming of those policies.
However, a recent event at the
paper made me realize that sometimes issues need to be clarified in
print so individuals can understand
exactly why we form the policies
we choose to form, and why it is

ISSUE:

RAP STAR NaLY
WILL PERFORM IN
MURRAY ON
MARCH

25.

POSITION:
WITH THIS

RACHEL TftUSSEU
senior. Benton

CONCERT AND THE
OTHER WEEKEND
ACTIVITIES,

SGA IS

DOING A MUCH
BETTER JOB Of
PROVIDING QUALITY

"What's
that?"

Our policy on arrests is precisely
the policy that came into question
with the student I dealt with recently. This person requested that
his/her name not be put into Police
Beat because of certain extenuating circumstances that be/she felt
would complicate matters.
As a person, as a human being, it
is not necessarily easy for me to
tell individuals something I know
will not make them happy. However, as an editor, it is my responsibility to stand behind the policy of
the paper. I absolutely cannot make
exceptions for some people and not
for others. That is not bow policy
works.
This is not a question of whether
our policy is legal or not. It is. It
could be a question of whether our
policy is the best policy for our
paper, but that is something individuals have to decide for themselves, and our policy is what this
editorial board bas decided on.
After dealing extensively with
th.is issue, I decided to do !\Ome
research on the policies of other
campus papers in Kentucky. Com-

paratively, "The News" actually
prints names in fewer situations
than most. "The College Heights
Herald," Western Kentucky University's newspaper, prints names
for everything except citations and
sexual assault victims. wrhe Kentucky Kernel," the University of
Kentucky's newspaper, follows a
similar policy. After learning this,
I wondered if we were actually
being too conservative with our
policy.
"The News" has a paid editorial
staff of 17 students, nine of whom
constitute the editorial board at the
paper. The majority of these students have devoted their studies to
journalism at the University and
are spending their years at Murray
State learning, among other things,
about what factors to consider
when formulating a policy for a
newspaper.
Across the board, a policy is a
policy, whether you're dealing
with a newspaper or not.

Loru Stark is the editor in chief
for "The Murray State News."

SGA picks winner with Nelly concert
Our View

"I think if
you are local
or live really
far away it's
a good idea."

necessary we adhere to them consistently.
Arrests and police reports, University or otherwise, are considered a matter of open record. On a
weekly basis, when the assistant
news editor compiles Police Beat,
she uses these reports, these open
records, to create the report to be
printed in the paper that Friday.
The crime beat is not something
unique to "The News" by any
means. Campus and regional newspapers across ·the nation print a
police report on a weekly basis,
using various policies to determine
whose names to print.
It is the policy of "The Murray
State News'' to print the name and
hometown of every person arrested
by the University Police.
Basically, this means if you
decide to throw back a fifth of
vodka and take a tractor for a spin
down Olive Street, we will not
print your name in Police Beat
unless you are handcuffed by the
University Police. We only usc
information taken from the campus
police logs.

ENTERTAINMENT

,THIS SEMESTER.

CUIITIS SULUVAN

}tnior. Murray

"I think it is
a good idea,
but it is not
working."
KAYlA SHEWctiAFT
freshman, Manon

When the Nelly concert was confirmed
for March 25, many students were cheering.
But for as much applause as the rapper
receives, the Student Government Associatiop deserves a portion of the praise.
For the past few semesters, concert lineups and entertainment events have not
been that exciting. Musicians such as Dave
Mathews, Garbage and Lit were the last
really well-known groups to play a concert
on Murray soil, and that was a couple of
years ago.
Since then, students have seen mostly
up-and-coming groups, bands widely recognized for having just one hit or musicians mostly known for their cult followers.
Nelly, however, should attract crowds
from all around that enjoy popular
rap/dance hits. For the first time, the
Regional Special Events Center might
actually sell out.
Furthermore, spring semester has been
notorious for offering fewer concerts than
the fall, but that is not the case this time
around.
After a fairly uneventful fall, SGA has
turned on the back-burners with its spring
lineup. The "Unpack your suitcase" program continues to offer weekend entertainment, from comedy to musicians to speakers to sports.
A popular concert only adds to student ~
satisfaction. Just remember: if you book it,
they will come.
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To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Two weeks ago, I was involved in an argu·
ment with my coach over verbal abuse that
had been ta.lcing place all year. Last week's
commentary by Erin Richards, "Sometimes,
coach isn't always right; Athletes can. should
report foul play" came at a perfect time for
me.
Mter reading the article, I realized I should
have ta.lcen my issue to E.W. Dennison, director of athletics, but wru; lucky enough to
resolve the issue in a personal meeting with
my coach. However, there are many student
athletes who are not so lucky.
Many students at Murray State are not athletes and probably could not care less about
this issue. When athletes such as myself,
however, have their schooling paid for, it is
very difficult to discuss physical or verbal
abuse with their respective coaches. Issues
like these are often overlooked, a~ Richards
said. a~ my issue had been for an entire year.
It is nice to see an article in "The Murray
State News" covering this issue. Hopefully, it
will encourage other ~tudent athletes to discuss incidents with the athletic department
and allow them the freedom to say what needs
to be said without fear of being penalized.

For many years, WKMS (9 1.3 FM), the
public radio station housed at Murray State
University, has been broadcasting thoughtful, life-enhancing programs, but during the
last two years that programming has been
interrupted by live coverage of Murray State
University sports.
I have been listening to WKMS since my
senior year as a Murray State student. and
for the last 15 years I have volunteered for
the station and contributed financially to it,
so I feel like I have the right and the responsibility to say that this sports coverage has
no place on the 91.3 frequency. I call on
other WKMS listeners to join me in protest.
Unfortunately for me (and probably thousands of others), this obstruction to WKMS
programming by MSU sports occurs during
my prime listening time. usually between 7
and 9 on week nights and on Saturday afternoons and evenings.
I don't have anything against sports. but
the reason I listen to WKMS, and the reason
I volunteer for the station and give it money,
is because I believe in and appreciate its
mission- to provide an educational and cultural alternative to the usual programming
that comes over the commercial air waves . I
don't see college sports anywhere in that
matrix of life enhancing. educational programming.
Broadcasting MSU sports on WKMS is

Jeremy Kirk
Senior
Murray

as shocking as it would be for ESPN to
interrupt its programming with a weekly
dose of the Paducah Symphony. ESPN
viewers would be outraged. As one friend of
mine, another loyal WKMS supporter, said
recently. "It's like oil and water, the two
don't mix."
Supporters of MSU sports on 91.3 might
argue WKMS is Murray State's property
and should promote MSU events and activities. lt may be true Murray State provides
the space and pays for the license for the
station, but about $120,000 a year for operating expenses comes from the individual
WKMS listeners, and I don't thinlc listeners
were ever directly asked if WKMS should
broadcast the University's sporting events.
WKMS is a regional service to taxpayers,
not an extens~on of Murray State, nor is it an
extension of some commercial entity. Many
legitimate commercial underwriters pay
thousands a year to support WKMS programming, but those underwriters have no
say in what goes on the air.
If Murray State sports fans want to hear
sports coverage, they can tune into other
regional stations that broadcast the same
sports events simultaneously. Murray State
University is overstepping its bounds when
it forces itself on regular listeners who seek
the traditional WKMS programming.
I don't agree that a public radio station's
ultimate authority is its licensee. Public
radio is for the people who listen. The
licensee contributes to the service for the
good of the public.
Murray State uses tax dollars to pay for
the WKMS license and operations. It also

uses tax dollars to pay for other functions in
college, but administrators wouldn't dare go
into the classroom and try to influence what
the professor said about history or philosophy. Murray State has a responsibility to the
citizens of this region not to abuse its
power, and I think full-game sports coverage on WKMS is an abuse of power.
I call on all dedicated WKMS listeners to
support a grass-roots movement to rid the
station of Murray State sports. Please send
your name and e-mail address or street
address to saveourstation@yahoo.com. If
you don't have e-mail. send your name and
phone number to me at 2322 Madison
Street, Paducah Ky. 42001.
I'll compile a mailing list and start a petition. and maybe. if we work together, we
can end this madness by letting Murray
State officials know how we feel.
Taylor Carlisle
Murray State alumnus
Paducah
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·Public investment affects affordability
In My
Opinion

f. KING
AlExANDER

In early January, the Lumina Foundation, a
well-known education research think-tank,
released an important report discussing the existing disparities in collegiate accessibility and
affordability among the 50 states.
Since its release, only limited attention has
been given to lhe findings of this report because
many high-tuition states and institutions disputed
the results.
The overalJ findings of the report indicated that
opportunities to attend college in general are
unequal among students within states. The report
advanced the following reasons why such drastic
disparities in higher-education opportunities currently exist.
First, the percentage of low-cost and admissible institutions varies widely among states. Second, low-income dependent and independent students have far fewer accessible options than do
their median-income counterparts. Third, borrowing is more frequently required to acquire
affordability for low-income dependent students
than it is for median-income dependent students.
In other words, the report correctly concluded
something that 1 have told my students for many
years about the higher education marketplace: it

really does matter where you live.
In addressing these important variations in collegiate accessibility and affordability, the report
recommended all states make sufficient invest·
ment in their public colleges and universities or
otherwise substantially hinder the development
of a knowledgeable and highly skilled work
force.
These kinds of knowledge-based investments
are essential if states are to reap the multiple economic and social benefits that accrue from higher education. For example, among OECD
nations, or the world's most advanced
economies, the social rate of •retum for public
investment in university education ranges from
nearly 7 percent in Switzerland to 13 percent in
Finland.
In Great Britain and the United States the
social rates of return to investment in university
education recurrently average between 10 percent
and 12 percent. This does not include the more
impressive private rates of return to investment in
university education, which has been estimated to
approach 20 percent in France, 13 percent in Australia and 13 percent in the United States.
The results of Lumina's study demonstrate

states have much to learn about the impact of
public investment, tuition policy and financial aid
on higher-education access and affordability.
Many people do not understand the simple fiscal relationship between taxpayer subsidies and
student tuition. The amount of common investment society decides to allocate to higher-education institutions will directly impact how much
fiscal burden the students will have to sustain.
For Kentuckians, however, the results of Lumina's study directly apply to many of the political
battles being waged in Frankfort this winter. The
report listed Kentucky as one of only five states
(Alac;ka, Arkansas. Hawaii and Wyoming) where
higher education opportunities were affordable
and accessible to all students, regardless of socioeconomic status.
What Kentucky has in common with these
other states is that public investment in higher
education is comparatively high while student
tuition remains relatively low.
For example, each of these five states rank
among the nation's highest in fiscal tax effort
supporting college and university education and
among the nation's lowest in average tuition
charged at public institutions.

In fact, in these five states. student tuition at
public universities constitutes less than 30 percent of the state's total per student university
appropriation.
In other states like Vermont, student tuition
constitutes more than 400 percent of the state's
total per student university appropriation. It' s
clear that geography matters.
In Frankfort, the political battles and economic
realities impacting higher education emanate
from one important issue, societal choice.
Greater higher-education accessibility and
affordability requires greater investment and a
more equitable distribution of the resources to
support students in every region of the state.
It requires that we recognize the economic and
social benefits that will accrue to the state by
investing in knowledge-based human capital.
Only through these kinds of choices will Kentucky be able to reap long-term societal benefits
while remaining affordable and accessible to all
students.

F. King Alexander is the president of Murray
State University.

Anderson not completely
responsible for team woes
In My
Opinion

CHRIS
jUNG
"IT IS
PATHETIC THAT
FANS THAT

w
I
N

APPARENTLY
EXPECT AND
DEMAND
SUCCESS ARE
MISSING WHEN
THEIR TEAM
NEEDS THEM
MOST.''

Two weeks ago. fellow Murray State News colleague Kevin Thomas used the movie 'rrlle Perfect
Storm" and main character Captain Billy Tyne to
make a comparison to Mumy State's head basketball coach, Tevester Anderson.
Thomas compared Tyne's failure in the movie,
where he ultimately causes his men to die at sea, to
Anderson· s failure and demise cooceming the s~
ried tradition that is Mumy State basketball.
Thomas went on to break down specific statistics
and examples that he saw as problematic and noteworthy in the downward spiral of the Murray State
basketball team.
Unaware of the plot in '"The Perfect Storm," r
rook it upon myself to research the movie and the
role of everyone involved, not just Tyoe.
Don't get me wrong. I respect Thomas enormously. He has every right to state his opinion. He
has every right to knock on Anderson and say he is
the reao;on the Racers find themselves struggling in
this 2000-01 regular season. However, I believe
Thomas was unfair in his testimony.
After reviewing my "Storm" results, I found
Tyne wac; not the only one who failed and was def·
initely not the only reason behind the death of the
fishermen. The part Thomas conveniently left out
was the fact that Tyne was DOt left to die with his
men alone.
While the men and their ship struggled to make
their way back to shore, Air Force and Coast Guard
airplanes. helicopters and cutter rescue teams followed after the shipwrecked crew on a course heading directly into the storm.
The purpose of my addition to Thomas' comparison is done to retract that Anderson is completely
to blame for the downfall of the basketball program.
The rescue teams were the support groups who
were supposed to mend an unfortunate yet unexpected situation and try to improve the state of the
people involved. That piece of the puzzle in our
MSU basketball saga is represented by the so-called
''fans" of Murray State athletics.
As l watched the University of filinois fans in
Champaign. Ill., decked in their orange and blue
gear, cheer their team to their 29th straight home

win, and watched every single fan in Lawrence,
Kan., wave a white balloon the entire game as the
University of Kansas defeated a team at home by 32
points, I was distraught
"How nice would it be to watch a game in a
venue such as that." was the question that ran inside
of my mind throughout the duration of both games.
Well, as I heard Thomas say,'We here at Murray
State are used to this program's success and now
there is no success." What a greedy and impatient
sports world we live in today.
Sure, it's easy to get excited for a game when
winning streaks are present or even when ESPN
stops by to televise a game. However, it is pathetic
that fans who apparently expect Wld demand success are missing when their team needs them most.
Granted, it is difficult for fans to come to games
when the product on the court is sub par. But how
can people who turn their back on a team and a program thai is experiencing tough times sit back and
point the finger of blame at just one person'? Any
fool can criticize, condemn and complain - and
most do.
Titerefore, I challenge all of you out there - students, professors. maintenance workers. cafeteria
ladies, administration, parents, children, everyone to show your pride and support for all of our men's
and women's athletic teams.
I challenge all of you to help return this program
and this community back into the prestigious one
that we all know it can be. Come out, support the
team. and don't give up hope.
The rescue units in '1be Perfect Storm" ran out
of gas and were unable to reach the storm's victim.
Let's put some energy back into our facility, and
let's make the Regional Special Events Center an
electric place to watch a basketball game.
After the ship sinks, everyone claims to know
how it might have been saved. Let's not wait for
that day for second-guessing. Reclaim this team
now and let's pull them back to shore.

Chris lung is the assistant sports editor for "Tile
Murray State News. "

Covering nude statues insults Cultural relativism not
public; sets immature example plausible explanation
for societal wrongdoings
In My
Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS

"YES, FOLKS,
FOR JUST

$8,000, YOU
TOO CAN
SUPPORT
IMMATURITY
AND CONCEAL
FAMOUS
ARTWORK."

Take fifth graders to see Michelangelo's statue
of David at the art museum and what do you get?
Giggles. Now walk them through the U.S.
Department of Justice building and you'll get the
same response, but for different reasons.
One laugh is for what they can see and the
other is for what they (now) can't.
A female statue, the ''Spirit of Justice," stands
at one end of the stage and has one breast
exposed. A male statue, the "Majesty of Law,"
stands at the other end with a loin-cloth draped
around his waist.
But unlike the displays at the art museum, the
towering semi-nude statues in the U.S. Justice
Department' s Great Hall have been concealed by
newly purchased dark-blue curtains with the Justice Department emblem in the center.
Yes, folks, for just $8,000, you too can support
immaturity and conceal famous artwork in a
highly-esteemed government building.
Apparently, the recent actions have been
prompted by Attorney General John Ashcroft,
who is tired of being photographed during his
speeches beneath the towering woman's exposed
right breast.
By complying with Ashcroft's aide's request to
cover the statues, Justice Department workers
and Ashcroft' s employees have taken political
correctness to Lhe extreme. wasting time and
money and showing the American public they
aren't mature enough to handle seeing Lhe natural human fonn.
Yes, it does look: a little strange to see a big
boob over the religious Ashcroft's shoulder when
he makes announcements in the Great Hall, but
the two statues have been in plain view during
speeches since they were constructed in the
1930s by noted sculptor Carl Paul Jennewein.
But now, in 2002. we must spend tax dollars on
drapes to conceal them? Taxpayers not offended

by the statues should get a refund.
Covering the statues only draws attention to
the fact that Ashcroft and his aides have issues
with nudity in artwork. Ashcroft' s aide decided
covering the statues would look better on television, but any person wilh an eye for "television
aesthetics" knows you could shoot the auorney
general (or anyone else, for that matter) from
angles that would not put a nipple behind his or
her shoulder.
Or better yet, shoot video and take pictures outside the Justice Department or in a different location all together if the speaker determines the
statues to be that distracting.
Furthermore, since when is modern art deemed
inappropriate for public viewing'? It is not
pornography. It is not indecent. It is the human
body, which shouldn't cause that much hub-bub
in the first place <it's not like we all don•t have
one).
The aluminum sculptures are even listed in
Washington D.C. tour books as a famous art
attraction, yet now they must be hidden under the
bed like some teenager' s porn collection.
It's a shame highly educated. professional people employed in some of the most respected positions of our government have set such an immature example for the American people. This
department decides what is right and wrong in
our country, yet cannot distinguish between indecent exposure and modern art decorum.
Taking action to cover the "Spirit of Justice''
and the "Majesty of Law" insults the artist as well
as the statues' admirers. In the land of liberty
where we embrace free-thinking, her "spirit" and
his "majesty" should be displayed with pride.

Erin Richards is the opinion editorfor "The Murray State News. •·

In My
Opinion

ADAM
MATHIS
"RIGHT AND
WRONG
CANNOT BE
DICTATED BY
THE VARIOUS
CULTURAL
PRACTICES OF
ONE GROUP."

It's a problem many stUdents of history
face: the urge to criticize other cultures
because their actions offend us. Yet,
should someone disagree with a culture's
actions, many will defend the culture on
the grounds of cultural relativism.
Cultural relativism means one should
not condemn or condone a different culture/society's actions because he/she is
not of that culture. If a different culture
approves of certain actions, it is not our
place to compare them to our standards.
This can range from using chopsticks
instead of forks to killing human beings.
l recently argued about whether a culture was wrong for ritually .sacrificing
approximately 80,000 people. My opponent said the Aztecs were not responsible
for their actions because their religion
demanded human sacrifice. It raises a
question: Do cultural beliefs justify
killing humans?
Unequivocally, no. Retaining one's
culture does not justify murder. The
implications are staggering. For instance,
one could argue that his/her culture
demanded the killing of all blue-eyed
males. Thankfully, the laws of our nation
do not adapt to every culture that eKists
within its borders.
One argument for cultural relativism ,is
lh:u ancient cultures, such as the Aztecs,
"did not know any better." I will not
believe this. Virtually every civilization
has ba~ic morality laws that extend to
killing human beinas and a few o&bcr recognized laws (see C.S. lewis• Mere

Christianity).
Another argument, one l formulated
while arguing this point, is the golden
rule. [ guarantee no Aztec wanted to be
one of those 80,000 (Aztecs drew their
victims from war prisoners and subject
peoples). The fact that they would not
want to be killed indicates they should not
kill others.
The ideas behind cultural relativism
prevail in many public decisions. Homosexuality operates under the same ideological banner. While my point is not to
argue for or against these issues, such as
homosexuality, it's hard to empathize
with any argument based on relativism.
The problem with relativism lies in its
"relativity." Right and wrong cannot be
dictated by the various cultural practices
of one group. If that was the case, societies such as Nazi Germany, the USSR
and lhe Roman Empire could justify their
atrocities simply because their culture
accepted barbaric acts. The golden rule
exacerbates the problem with cultural relativism; rarely do people who kill others
wish it upon themselves.
While l try to avoid judging other cultures, I will not condone their actions. for
to do so would be morally treasonable. In
fact, this will probably label me as a radical conservative in certain circles. But as
Martin Luther said, .. Here I stand. I cannot do otherwise. God help me. Amen "

Admn Mathis is a staff writer for "The
Murray State New.r."
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Greek GPAs at highest mark since 1986
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

The fall 200 1 Greek grade report
showed that most fraternities and
sororities scored above the undergraduate average.
But while Greek GPA is at an alltime high, membership is the lowest it
has been in years.
Greek GPA is the highest it has
been since the spring of 1986, and of
aU the Greek organizations. sororities
averaged the highest GPAs.
Six of the seven campus sororities
scored well above the undergraduate
average. Alpha Omicron Pi sorority
had the highest overall GPA with 3.35
and also topped the active-member
GPA list with 3.44.
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority averaged the highest GPA for new members. Rebecca Francis, Alpha Gamma
Delta president, said her sorority
made sure its new members did well
academically.

new standard for which we take new
members. at 2.3 [GPA]. which is
higher than the IFC'!> 2.2," McCarthy
said. "Our new members are required
to do six hours of study in the library
and members that fall under 2.3 are
required to do an hour a week in the
library. Our scholarship chair works
hard to make sure all our brothers
actually do get their hours in."
IFC Vice President Brett Keohan
said low GPAs in the past have affect·
ed Greek enrollment. but last semester's perfonnance was a step in the
right direction.
•
"The lFC uses Greek GPA as a
recruiting tool when our GPA is
above the all-male non-Greek standard." Keohan said. "So in the pa'it
when we haven't done as well, that
really hurt us. II wasn't making us
look good.
"Last semester we all just buckled
down and collectively made an
improvement." he said. "We helped
each other out and helped the all-

''We're serious about scholarship.
All our new members, regardless of
existing GPA. must complete a specific amount of study hours," Francis
said "Our scholarship officer really
worked hard making sure these girls
hit the boolcs. Each girl has an upperclassman in her major that checks
with her regularly to see that she's
doing well, not only in sorority activities, but especially in all her classes."
Fraternities scored a little lower
than sororities, but five of the 13 campus fraternities scored above the
undergraduate average.
Sigma Chi averaged a 3.5 GPA for
new members, the bigbest in that category, while Alpha Sigma Phi scored
the bighest for active members and
also topped the overall GPA category
with a 2.93.
Alpha Sigma Phi IFC representative Matt McCarthy said this was
because of higher standards set by lha1
fraternity.
''Our fraternity, nationally, set a

Greek average. That improved our
image."
Along with the grade report, statistics also show that Greek enrollment
at Murray State is at an all-time low.
FRATERNITIEB:
SORORITIES:
Since the fall of 19R8, when Greek
Alpb& Sigma Ph1
2 .93
Alpb& Omlaron P1
3.38
Lambda ChJ Alpha
2 .80
Alpb& Kappa Alpha
3.a3
enrollment was more than 1,000 stuSlgxn& Chi
2.70
Alpha Sigma Alpba
3 .14
dents. membership for the fall 200 I
Sigma. Phi Epsilon
2.69
Alpha Gamma. Delta
3.08
semester was 913 overall - 12 perAlpha Ta.U Omega.
2.66
Stgm.e. Slg'ma Sigma.
3.08
cent of Murray State's student popuAlpha Phl Alpha
2 .66
Alpha Delta Pt
3 .00
lation.
Alpha G&mJll8. Rho
2.66
Zeta Phi Beta
2.68
Panhellenic President Lindsay
Sigma P1
2.68
PI Kappa Alpha
2 .51
Chamberlain said the low enrollment
Kappa
Alpha.
Psi
2
.38
numbers may be due to a surpluss of
Phi Beta Sigma
2.30
campus activities.
Iota. Phi Theta
1.66
"There are many more activities in
which to participate on campus,"
Ave~ages:
Chamberlain said...Although Greeks
play an important role at Murray F:ra.ternlty "Members: 2.69 Male Undergraduates: 2.62
State, there ure many other worth- Sorority Members:
3.14 Female Undergraduates: 2 .97
while organizations to participate in. Greek Members:
2.91 Tota.l Undergraduates: 2 .82
We're trying to do a better job of
communicating that we want people ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
who are interested in being involved
Source: Curris Center
Rob Brown/The News
in a variety of othe~ activities."

Fall 200 1 Greek Grade Report
Grade Point Averages:

Overall Grade Point

Construction projects on schedule despite.possible budget shortfalls
different surveys we ran, we know stuRegents meeting.
"We knew going into it that we were dents want the wellness center."
taking a
Although fundchance. ·•
ing remains uncerNikki
" ...With all the different tain at this point.
Key, StuKey said that will
surveys we ran, we know not deter the builddent Government
students w~ the well- ing of the facility.
As\ocia"If we have to
ness center.
tion presistart buildtng with
dent, said.
just the student fees
NIKKI KEY
" If
we
to start on, then add
SGA President •
hadn • t
an addition on in a
few years with
talked to
as many
money from the
state or (money) we
students
as we did
raise from other
before we went in for that vote, then I means, then that' s the best we can do right
might be a little uncertain. But. with all the now," Key said. ''That's what the students

as previously planned.
"We're going to need some additional
funds to finish the second phase of the science building, so we'll have to make due
with what we have until we get the next
bond issue," Yeatts said. "We still have
Blackburn Science Building to use until
the new building is completely constructed.
"Ideally, the plan one of these days is to
have everything in the new science building and take down Blackburn Science, but
we do not lmow how far in the future that
will be," he said.
While the science building will be started with state bond-issue money, the proposed wellness center will most likely be
funded completely by increases in student
fees passed at last October's Board of

BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

News EDITOR
Despite the possibility of not receiving
additional funding from the state for Murray State's new science building and wellness center, construction of those two
facilities is still on schedule.
The first phase of funding for the science building, totaling $13 million, was
passed by the Kentucky General Assembly
in 2000.
Murray State is currently trying to get
the second phase of funding passed by the
General Assembly this year, but regardless
of what passes in Frankfort, Vice President
of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts
said project bids will be conducted in
March with construction to begin in June
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wanted, so if that's what we have to do,
that' s what we have to do.
Yeatts said the project design committee
will meet this semester to help the consultants tailor the facility to student needs and
wants and to see if sufficient funds will be
available to meet student programming
needs.
''I'm optimistic to ha\'e a project that
will be pretty significant ... with the funds
we have available," Yeatts said.
The construction of the new Alumni
House located neltt to Roy Stewart Stadium is also on schedule and should open in
the fall .
The Hopkinsville extension campus will
be officially opened later this spring.
Classes will begin at that facility during
the :.ummer.

LondonSununer~gnun

July 4 - August 5, 2002

Choose from 21 courses in a
variety ofdisciplines taught by
fuculty from MSU and other
Kentucky universities.

VIDEO SUPER
STORE
Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

•Over 2,000 DVD's in stock!
•New arrivals weekly.
.3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring the ad and receive $1 off

753-7670

•714 N. llth St.
OCPenney Shopping Center)
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Don't forget your special Valentine.
Stop by Vernon's Pawn Shop

TODAY
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Dr. Ron Cella
Dept. of English
762-4532
ron.cella@murraystate.edu
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International students face travel delays
BY SEVERO AVILA
STAFF WRITER

American students at Murray
State were not the only ones
affected by the terrorist attacks in
September. International students
had problem~ of their own when it
came to traveling during Christmas break.
For many Murray State smdents,
going home for Christmas break
meant driving back to Owensboro.
Paducah or St. Louis, but for Murray State's international students,
going home took on a whole new
meaning.
Murray State's international students come from every comer of
the globe- from India to Indonesia

and from Mexico to Morocco.
For those students to go home
ror the break. they had to run the
gauntlet that is now airport security systems all over the world.
Wilh the Sept. I I terrorist
auack~ still fresh in the mind-, of
all travelers, security procedures at
most airports were heightened
considerably.
Murray State':-. International
Student Office anticipated this nnd
tried to prepare international .students for as many things as possible.
''We had two meetings with all
~nternational students back in
November," said Mark Galloway,
international-student adviser. "We
talked about how (security proce-

dures at airports) were changing
and that getting in and out of the
country might be a little more difficult and that it was best to have
verification that you're enrolled
here at Murray State.''
Verification came in the form of
official University stamps on class
schedules, signed J-20 immigration forms and letters of status
c;igned oy the international-student
advisers.
"The majority of students didn't
have any problems,'' Galloway
said. ''Their documents were
looked at, a few had to go to their
letter and a couple of them had to
show their schedule, but no major
problems - merely an inconvenience.''

"'We had one student who
had to fly here from his
home country without his
shoes on. "
MARK GALLOWAY
lntemationai·Student Adviser

Some students did have a problem, however.
Brian Sabido, senior from
Belize, had what he called an
" uncomfortable experience."
" At the airport in Nashville, it
took about an hour in line just to
get to security," Sabido said. "In
Belize it was even worse.
"Security there rummaged

through all my luggage in front of
all the other passengers," he said.
"They did this to everyone; and, as
if that wasn't bad enough, I had to
take my shoes off when I went
through the scanners, and then I
was basically strip-searched. It
was horrible."
The extra precaution regarding
shoes resulted when the FBI discovered explosives packed · with
wires in the shoes of a man who
was violently subdued by passengers and flight attendants aboard
an American Airlines jet over the
Atlantic in December.
"Unfortunately, the incident
with the shoes happened after our
meetings with the students,'' Galloway said. "I've heard since then

that there were certain flights
where no one on the plane was
allowed to wear shoes: we had no
idea of anticipating something like
that. We had one student who had
to fly here from his home country
without his shoes on."
Aside from inconveniences.
Murray State's current intemntional students did not have too many
problems traveling, but this was
not true for new students.
"The main problem we've had is
with new students," Galloway
said. "We've had students apply to
come ro Murray State and because
of the waiting period to the background check now, we have students that are still arriving
(today)."

Chamber presents finished growth plan Grant allows students
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

•

On Jan 25. the results of the
"Calloway 2020 Prosperity by
Design" survey instituted by the
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce
were
officially
released to the public.
The purpose of "Calloway
2020,'' as stated in the report, is
to improve the general quality of
the community by encouraging
community growth in diverse
areas.
The survey was implemented
so that participation in the program would be as high as possible.
"This survey probably gave us
tenfold more responses than we
would have had through the town
meeting forum," said Gregg
McNutt, ''Calloway 2020" steering committee co-chair.
From the results, eight main
goals for Murray/Callaway county were developed: Community
Livability and Pride, Education.
Economic/Business
Development, Government and Infrastructure, Leadership and Unity,
Recreation and the Environment,

Karri Wurth/The News

of

Greg McNutt of the Calloway County Chamber
Commerce
answers questions at a Jan. 25 meeting about the growth plan.
Social Issues and Health Care
nml Transportation.
"The thing is that all of these
changes that we· ve seen are
going to bring on more changes,
nnd were going to see those
changes coming maybe at a even

more rapid pace than we've seen
even in the last five to I 0 years,"
said Gary Brockway, Murray
State provosL. "The process that
you nre going through ... lillows
us to be a part of that change...
For each of these goals. specific
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teams are being assembled to
address each issue.
"You're the people who've
given the input into developing the
vision and the road map of where
you want to go, and you're the
people who will get you there,"
said Homer Gray, TVA Community Development project manager.
Gray presented awards to four
people who had participated in the
project. Cowen and McNutt were
presented with the Quality Communities Leadership Award. John
Williams,
Murray/Callaway
County Chamber of Commerce
executive director, and Brockway
received the Quality Communities
Appreciation Award.
This was the first time the
awards had been given.
"We never felt that compelled to
do it before," Gray said.
Anyone interested in joining an
action committee should call the
Murray/Callaway County Chamber of Commerce at 7S3-SI71.
Said Cowen: "We've had many
good plans; little or no work was
ever done to implement past plans,
so they gathered dust on the
shelves of our community. We
can'tlet that happen now, so again
we ask that you join us."

to display research
work in April program
BY ADAM MATHIS
STAFF WRITER

This April, students will have an
opportunity to display their
research as Murray State holds its
ftrst "Scholars' Week" through the
office for undergraduate research
and scholarly activities.
In 2000, Murray State received
an award from the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute for $1.5 million.
With this money, Murray State
founded the URSA offtce while
also supporting undergraduate
research, internships, faculty
development, equipment and precollege outreach, said John Mateja.
director of URSA.
"In the proposal that we wrote to
Howard Hughes, we said that what
we wanted to do was expand
'research, scholarly and creative
activity across the entire campus,"
Mateja sajd. ,
"Sc'tolars' Week" is. one o!.sell.~
eraJ projects conducted by URSA
to promote research among students.

"Posters at the Capitol," n program that allowed I 0 Murray State
students to meet :state legislators
and
dernon!;trate
their
research/projects is another such
project. URSA also offers grants
to fund student research.
"Scholars' Week" is a conglomerate of several programs from
multiple departments. Students
may, however. present their
research without participating in
any one event.
"lt just gives me another opportunity to present my research to
facully and other students." said
Stephen Comp1on, sophomore
from Murray, who is planning on
participating in "Scholars' Week."
Students interested in participating in "Scholars' Week," or who
would like more information,
can visit the URSA Web site for
information ut:
http://campus.n1urraystate.edu/se
rvices/URSA.
A faculty sponsor is required
for an entry.

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!
Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu. Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the best massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massage, visit or call Shelia or
Margaret at 767-0045.

15 VISITS ••••••••••• -••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25% DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray

1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY

P.S. • Beautiful Valentine's Day Gift Certificates Available NOW!

Shape the Future of Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic

t

t1 If you want to help people get well and stay well.
t1 If you want to work Independently as a self·
employed chiropractic phystctan . .

camel · $ 2.29 ($.60 off)

(EXcludes Non-Filc:el')

t1 If you want to ach~eve the financtal success

commensurate with your professiOnal standing as
a Doctor of Chiropractic.

salem · $ 2.34 ($.55 off)

t1 If you want to estabhsh your posttton tn the
communtty as a htghly respec1ed Doctor of
Chtroprachc.

Then you are ready for a challengtng and rewarding
career Jn chtropracttc. Contact Logan College
of Chtropracttc todayl

Logan

Doral • $ 1.19 ($.70 off)

CoU~a:~•ul'•Chiropracth:

1-800-533-9210
www.logan.edu

.'< loganadm@logan.edu

1851 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017
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This Week
•Karaoke- Karaoke
Night, 7 p.m., White
College
Piano
Lounge. Free admission.
•ConcertSinger
Steven Jackson, 7
p.m., Curris Center
Sunset Strips.
•Cinema International- "Dancer in
the Dark," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Truck Pull- 7:30
p.m .• West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
$14 for adults, $7 for
children.
•Movie"What
Women Want," 10
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

EDITOR: ScOTT G IBSON

College life

BY EMILY BLACK
COllEGE l.JFE EDITOII

During the course of the 2001-2002 academic year, the Student Government Association
has provided Murray State with a variety of
performers and musical styles at the Regional
Special Events Center and Lovell Auditorium.
and now it has added rap star Nelly to that list.
On Jan 25. the SGA announced it had
signed a contract with Nelly to perfq,nn at
RSEC.
"We have been working on gelling this concert here since November," Chad Price. SGA
concert chair, said. "We are all really excited
about it."
Nelly will add to a growing list of performers the SGA has brought to campus during the
pasL year including Lifehouse, the Calling, KCi and Jo Jo, Michelle Branch and Nickel
Creek.
"This is probably tpe biggest concert to ever

come to Murray," Price said. "The only thing
that can really compare it to is when Dave
Matthews performed at Murray State."
Nelly w ill perform at 8 p.m. March 25 at the
RSEC. Despite a smaller audience auendance
at both the K-Ci and Jo Jo and Lifehouse concerts. Price said he expects Nelly to make an
impact at Murray State.
"Nelly hac; gotten pretty big around here in
the last few months, and we expect ticket sales
to be very good," Price said. ··we hope attendance is better for this concert than some others we have had."
Price said he is even hoping for a sell-out
crowd to attend the Nelly concert.
"We are opening up all rhe seating for this
concert," Price said. "If this concert can't sell
out Murray, then I really don' t know what
can."
Nelly, whose real name is Cornell Haynes,
Jr., has recently begun to shine in the rap
world following the 2000 release of his debut
album, "Country Grammar."

Nelly also has been nominated for two
Grammy awards: Best Rap Solo Performance
for ''Ride Wit Me" and Best Rap Song CoJlaboration with Jagged Edge for "Where the Party
At."
According to his Web site, www.nelly.net,
Nelly grew up in St. Louis and began his rapping career at a young age. He was a member
of the rap group St. Lunatics until the group
members chose to go their separate ways. The
St. Lunatics had a local hit in 1996 with the
single "Gimme What Ya Got," however, the
group was never able to sign with a record
label. Although they were never signed as a
group. the original St. Lunatics still perform
together whenever they get the chance.
After leaving the St. Lunatics, Nelly began
pursuing a solo career and was signed by Universal records.
Although "Country Grammar" is Nelly's
solo album, the CD contains tracks featuring
other artists. The St. Lunatics, the Teamsters,

••

BY Sc oTT GilsoN
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

When Jackie Robertson came to Murray
State, she envisioned a place where she could
earn a degree in elementary education and
boost her chances to pursue a career in earlychild development.
In November, Robertson, freshman from
Marion, received a call from the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center asking her to
interview with them.
"On the Internet, there is a posting of all
the jobs on campus," Robertson said...Since
I'm a federal-work-study student, 1 posted
my resume on the site. They called me and
asked me to come in for an interview."
The Ruby Simpson Child Development
Center, located on campus behind Waterfield
Library, is home for the Evening Care
Preschool and Primary Program. Robertson is
one of four teacher assistants on staff. Each
teacher assistant is a student studying in the
early childhood and elementary education
department.
Connie Scarborough, program director,
said the program began as a way to allow par·
ents to go back to school.
"It started as a way for students, faculty and
staff who have children to be able to attend
night clas~es," Scarborough said. "It's now
open to the community. If someone wants to
go out to a play or dinner and wants a place
to take their kids, they can come here."
While at the evening care program, children participate in educational activities that
help with physical and cognitive development. Robertson, along with the other teacher
assistants, must plan activities for the children, Scarborough said.
"She takes charge and plans activities,"

•sundaJ
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.•
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha, 9: 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m.• Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

•tuesdaJ
• Faculty
SenateFaculty Senate meeting, 3:30 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

(abm·e): Tiffany
Parham,
Tori
Wolf,
JackJe
Robertson,
freshman from
Marion,
Zoe
Rollins and Mia
Gilpin participate in one of the
many activities
at the evening
care program.
(right): Robertson
helps
Parham into a

costume.

Everyone needs cash.
Sonte people just find
stranger ways to get it.

Scarborough said. "She also participates in
the activities. She's one of my eager workers."
Robertson is very good with the children
and has adapted well to the program's environment, said Kristen Walton, sophomore
from East Prairie, Mo.
"We had a different group of workers last
year and I was the youngest," Walton said.
"She took stuff that I had problems with and
helped me. We work well together."
Each week the student teachers plan a different theme. Their goal is to plan most of the
1
activities around the theme. For the past 1
week, the theme has been nursery rhymes.
But the student teachers also have a list of
other duties, Robertson said.
"When I come in I set up the day care,"
Robertson said. "I make sure the toys are out,
and I set the table for our meal."
On nice days, the children usually have
some free time to play on the playground outside. There are other activities and games
planned inside for days of inclement weather,
Robertson said. There is also time set aside
for children who need to do homework.
When she graduates, Robertson said she
hopes to be placed in an elementary school
with children the same age she is working
with now. Working with the evening care
program has helped her gain valuable experience and appreciation for the children.
"It's a good job," Robertson said. "This is
the same age I want to teach when I graduate,
so it's good experience; and, I get paid, so it
helps me out."
The job also serves as a confidence booster : '
at times.
'"The kids love her," Walton said. "When
she's not here they usually ask, 'Where's
Miss Jackie?' That's the biggest compliment
you can get from a kid."

Reading program offers children support
BY KYSER LOUGH

•wednesday
•Blood Drive- tO
a.m. to 5 p.m .. Curris
Center
Dance
lounge.
•SGA- Student Gov- ~
emment Association
Student Senate meeting, 5 p.m.. Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian
Fellowship
House.

Lil' Wayne and Cedric the Entertainer all contributed to "Country Grammar."
Billy Hansen, SGA vice president, said SGA
is excited to have Nelly performing at RSEC.
Hansen said the St. Lunatics will open for
Nelly.
Hansen said the idea to have Nelly perform
in Murray came from SGA's current booking
agent.
"We have stuck with the same booking
agent over the year, and they presented this
idea to us, and we decided to go for it,"
Hansen said.
Hansen said tickets wiJI go on sale at the
Feb. 7 basketball game during halftime.
Hansen said this will be the only time tickets
are sold, and those wanting to purchase tickets
must attend the game.
HanseD; said ticket prices will be $15 for students and $20 for the general public.
For more information on the Nelly concert.
contact the SGA at 762-6951.

Robertson develops young minds, skills ·

ah.

•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting. 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room.

February I, lOOl

Nelly, St. Lunatics bring rap to RSEC

•saturday
•Volleyball- l to 5
p.m., Carr Health
North Gym. $5 entry
fee.
•Cinema International- "Dancer in
the Dark.'' 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.
•Truck Pull- 7:30
p.m., West Kentucky
Exposition Center.
$14 for adults, $7 for
children.
•Choir
ConcertConcert Choir, 8
p.m., St. Thomas
More Church. Paduc-
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The Murray State early childhood and elementary education department is offering a
reading program for children of every reading level in primary lhrough sixth grades.
The program is designed lo give children
one-on-one readmg tuLOring from Murray
State undergraduates enrolled in REA 412.
practicum and reading instruction. lt is
designed to enhance e.xisting rending skills
and improve vocabulary, reading comprehension and oral reading skills.

"Several parents from around the commu·
nity have shown interest in the program,"
said Nancy Strong, secretary for the early
childhood and elementary education department. "They want to have their children
become better student~."
All children enrolled in the program will be
assessed by their individual tutors, then will
receive personalized lessons that will focus
on fixing their specific problems and expand·
ing their current reading skills.
"Basically, each of the MSU students will
be paired with one child from the community
to do an assessment and then plan instruction
based on the needs of the child," said Tiffany
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Wheeler. distinguished practtttOner in the
early childhood and elementary education
department and director of the reading program. "lf a child is found to not have any
major reading problems, then focus will be
put on enhancing their existing skills."
The reading program has been around for
many years, and community support bas been
high, Wheeler said.
"The community has been very supportive
of the reading program; some children have
been coming back every semester to continue
learning," Wheeler said.
Registration for the program is $90, and
children may be registered until Feb. 15.

Financial aid is available to those who need
it.
Wheeler said she encourages parents to
enroll their kids as soon as possible, as registration is limited to a first-come, first-serve
basis.
The class runs Feb. 20 to April 29. During
the Murray State spring break, classes will
not be in session; those days include Mon.,
March 18, and Wed .• March 20. The final day
of class will include a special celebration for
the students.
The class meets on Monday and Wednesday of each week from 3:30 to 4:20p.m. in
room 2215 of Alexander Hall.
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•Blood Drive- I0
a.m. to 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Dance
lounge.
•Cinema International- "Billy Elliot,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater.
To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.
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Enjoy Super .Bowl at Largo

TopFive
•music
1. Alan Jackson - "Drive"

U~"

S. Ludacris - "Word of Mouf'

Source: Associated Press

•
•moYJes

1. Black Hawk Down
Starring Ewan McGregor

2. Snow Dogs

Starring Cuba Gooding Jr.
3.A W8lk To Remember
Starring Mandy Moore and
Shane West

4. The Mothman Prophecies

Starring Richard Gere and
Laura Linney

S. A Beautiful Mind

Starring Russell Crowe and
Jennifer Connely
Source: Associated Press

1. John Grisham - ''Painted

House"

2. Mark Bowden - "Black

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

C OLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

3. Linkin Park - "(Hybrid

4. Nickelback - "Silver Side

Road Trip

BY EMILY BLACK

2. Creed - "Weathered"
Theory)"

9

Throughout the past three decades, the
Super Bowl has drawn the attention of people
everywhere. Some look forward to the Super
Bowl because of the actual football game:
others simply look forward to the commercials, half time shows and parties nssociated
with it.
This year, Super Bowl XXXVI will occur at
approximately 5 p.m. on Sunday, Feb .3, and
bring its party atmosphere to the Murray State
area.
Largo Bar & Grill will hold one of the
many Super Bowl celebrations to be held over
the weekend.
"We are just basically having a Super Bowl
weekend," Ron Baker, employee at Largo Bar
& Grill, said.
Balcer said the weekend will really start off
at 9 p.m. Saturday when Nicole Lad performs
at Largo Bar & Grill .
"She is excellent." Baker said . "She is
probably the best female artist performing
around here."
Baker said Lad performs many different
kinds of music. including rock n' roll, blues
and original songs.
"She sends chills down"your :;pine." Baker
said. "She's that good."

• aroamd town
Saturdays - Basementality, 9
tonight.
Affltcted - 9 p.m. Saturday.

Bar6G
Although Lad's performance is included in
the Super Bowl celebration, Buker said the
main Super Bowl party occurs Sunday and
will include a pot-luck dinner.
Baker said the pot-luck dinner on Sunday is
something Largo Bnr & Grill has done every
Sunday during football season and had success wilh.
"We will have barbecue chicken and lot' of
other munchies for everybody," Baker ~aid.

•1 hour drive

Rob Brown/The News
"We furnish most of the pot-luck food, and
we also have other people bringing in other
dishes for the pot luck."
Baker said Largo Bar & Grill will open at
noon Sunday and have the pot luck throughout the day. Largo Bar & Grill also will be
serving alcohol on Sunday.
Largo Bar & Grill is located on l-lwy. 12 1
near Pans Landing. For more information
phone 731-232-8323.

Paducah - If you are in the

mood for a great foreign film
then check out "Amelie" at
Maiden Alley Cinema. Showtimes are 7 and 9 tonight, 2
p.m., 4 p.m. 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m, ~:30
p.m. and 7 p.m. Sunday. Ttckets are $6 for adults, $4 for
seniors, children and students
with J.D. and $4 for matinees.

Emo band proves ability to rock

Hawk Down"

BY ScoTT G1asoN

3. J.R.R. Tolkien- "The Fel-

ASSISTANT COUEGE liFE EDITOR

lowship of the Ring"

4. J .R.R. Tolkien - "The Hobbitt"

S. Mattie J.T. Stepanek "Journey Through Heartsongs"
Source: Associated Press

•web site of the week
www.newgrounds.com
Can't get enough flash animation? New Grounds is home to
thousands of flash animation
cartoons, games and series.
This site features everything
fro~ Mac~ Daddy Jvl¥io .,to ,,
Tahban Twtster.
r

Take the edge off Fuel's heavy, guitar-ridden sound. throw in the high-school high jinJ(
of Blink-182 and mix in some Our Lady Peace
lyricism and you just might have u nice little
foursome from Mesa. Ariz.. called Jimmy Eat
World.
The band's fourth album, "Bleed American," is its first with new label DrenmWorks
Records.
"Bleed American" starts with last season' s
hit single of the same name. The title track
about the wrong kind of patriotism is filled
with aggressive vocals. There is also a bit of
blistery guitar interplay between bandmates
Jim Adkins and Tom Linton.
, The song "A Praise Chorus" is a rrip down
memory lane:..Th}~· comf~rting4 nostalg ic s~ng
\!M!S basic rOAk songs for ~yncnl inspiranon.
The lyrics. "I'm good to go I Now alii need is
to hear a song I know I I want to feel like part

of this was mine I I want to fall in love
tonight" lead into craq little rehashings of
songs of that pao;t. The band incorporate~ such
songs as Tommy James' "Crimson and
Clover," Madness' "Our House," They Might
Be Giants' "Don't Let' s Start" and Motley
Crue's ''Kick Start My Heart."
"The Middle," although a song about
teenage depression, i'i a lively pick-me-up.
The song is abOut helping a friend conclude
that it does not matter what other people say.
Thrown into "The Middle" is a wonderfully
memorahle guitar riff from Atlkins.
After trying to help out u friend in need with
"The Middle:' it seems the boys of Jimmy Ent
World might need some help themc;elves. The
band quickly moves to the sad, intricnte tune.
''Your House." The song is about missing un
ex . yet coming to the rcaliwtion that it is betler to not go crawling back.
"Hear You Me,' the sixth trbck on "Bleed
American," is another gentle ballad . This
much slower song is filled with bells. key-

• 2 hour drive

boards, a soft guitar and stirring background
vocals by guest artist. Rachel Haden. Haden is
best known for her days with former L.A.
band. That Dog.
The band's "The Authority Song," an apparent tribute to John Cougar Mellencamp's song
of the same name, starts much like the original
with a mix of the Wonders' ..That Thing You
Do," thank!. to drummer Zach Lind. Haden
again contributes her vocals to this up-tempo
song. Not only does ''The Authority Song" pay
tribute to Mellencamp, but also mentions the
Beatles' "What Goes On."
In an album full of nostalgia, it is apparent
Jimmy Eat World is not only a rock 'n' roll
band, but also composed of rock 'n • roll appreciators. Without stealing from fellow rockers,
the bandmembers find a new way to pay
homage to those who have inspired them.
Jimmy Eat World can plense the TRL
crowd. yet still appeal to punks and alternative
rockers alike. Grade: A+

Nashville - If you miss
"Hanging With Mr. Cooper,"
then catch up with Mark Curry
when he performs at Zanies
Comedy Showcase. Showtimes are 8 and l 0: 15 tonight
and 7 p.m., 9 p.m. and II: l5
p.m. Saturday. Tickets are
$17.25.

• 3 hour drive (or more)
Peoria, ID. - If you feel like
listening to some great heavymetal music, then take a drive
to Peoria and catch Slayer at 8
tonight at the Madison Theatre. Tickets $21 to $24.

and

The 1\Jelly Concert: wit:h
The ''!it:. Lunat:ics''
· March i!Sth, 8 p.m.
· Regional !ipecial Events Center
· Tickets go on sale at halftime of the
'
Racers' basketball game, Thurs., Feb. 7.
· Tickets S 1 5 for M!iU !itudents with ID
(limit one at that price]
Si!D general public
• Tickets available
Feb. 8 at g a.m.
to the public at
R!iEC & !iliA office
· Ticket office:
76i!-5555
· For Information,
call !iliA office:
76i!-6951

President
VP Membership Development
VP Scholarship
VP Recruitment
VP Operations
VP Finance
VP Campus Relations
Personal Development
New Member Coordinator
Property Coordinator
Sisterhood
Membership
Philanthropy
Social
Public Relations
Ritual
Publications
Purchasing
Risk Management
Alumnae Relations
Activities
Correspondence
lntramurals
Telecommunications
Song Coordinator
Special Events
Assistant Finance
Assistant Recruitment
Assistant Membership
Panhellenic Representatives
Guards

- ·~

Casey E. Jenkins
Ellen Yonts
Dawn Johnson
Amber Alexander
Sarah Bailey
Ashley Childs
Kaci Greer
Landy Syler
Whitney Burroughs
Terra Dunn
Jessica Reed
Janna Furches
Sarah Broughton
Ashley Dunn
Jessica Jones
Jenny Moss
Amanda Medlin
Shawna Rushing
Sarah Powell
Brooke Harris
Megan Mathis
Janine Perkins
Carissa Ham
Beth Baril
Brandi Harless
Lindsey Melton
Beth Ann Dunavant
Kelly Reeves
Mary Owler
Kristen Pyle & Lizzy Don
Kristy Ball, Amy Rogers,
and Jodi O'Connell
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Super Bowl:
More than just
a football game
Three cheers for Superbowl XXX ... X
... Dl?V!! They are playing this Sunday.
right?
If you are a knowledgeable sports fan,
you ' d beuer stop rending now. I don't
usually comment on areas I haven't
researched. and sports is one of them. But
due to a strange twist of fate between
myself and the sports editor, I'm writing
a football commentary this week.
Sports: love to play 'em, don't know a
thing about writing/commentating about
'em (unless you count show-jumping ...
I' ve been training and jumping horses
since I was five, but since equestrian
sports only · have widespread public
appeal in Europe, I'm out of luck. I could
also tell you a lot about the sport of rowing, but that wouldn' t help much here,
either).
I ' ll be the fi rst one to jump into a game
of soccer, ultimate frisbee, volleyball,
or.
hockey, croquet and
18
football, but the last
one to offer a definition for "halfback,"
"hatrick" or "blitz." I
operate on the simplest of principles:
Get object, run with
object, score! I find
televised sports fairly boring; I'd much
rather be the one
playing than watching.
However,
all
that changed a few
ERIN
years back when my
hometown boys, the
RICHARDS
St. Louis Rams.
made it to the Super
"People like to Bowl.
After not havparty, and any ing a home football
team for ages, then
excuse for
getting one that inibringing
tially sucked, watching football was sti U
together a
not very exciting.
bunch of
Then, the team had a
friends, food tremendous season
under the leadership
and entertain- of Kurt Warner, and
ment (did I they made it to the
top.
mention the
T he
sparri ng
commercials?) between the Tennessee Titans a nd
is reason
the
Rams
was
enough to sup- incredibly exciting,
but 1 have to admit,
port the
it was made even
event."
more memorable by
the Super Bowl
party itself. It was my senior year, my
friends and I were all hyped up about
being in our last semester of high school
and our home team was favored to win.
We celebrated the occasion with blue and
yellow garb, face paint, rams' horns and
whistles.
1l was my first Super Bowl party composed of just my close friends, and it was
thrilling to watch our home team battling
it out on the big screen. In the past, J just
watched the commercials. but that Superbowl had me captivated the whole way
through.
We ate, we drank, we yelled, we
screamed, we did the bob a nd weave
(those were the good ol' days when it was
'legal') and ... we won. It was great. And
I didn't have to understand every aspect
of the game to enjoy it. It would probably
help if I could detect more plays than just
interceptions, turnovers and touchdowns,
but it just isn't that important to me.
But now they are back. The Rams have
made it again, and of course, I'm rooting
for them. I never watched them play a
whole game all season. but they obviously didn't need my help. I'm looking forward to this weekend not because the
game of football excites my inner being,
but because it's fun to have a favorite
team to cheer for.
Plu!>, people like to party, and any
excuse for bringing together a bunch of
friends , ' food and entertainment (did I
mention the commercials?) is reason
enough to support the event. Supporting
competition gets us riled up and promotes
excitement among spectators and players.
If you sit back and really pay attention at
an active Super Bowl party, you can
almost feel the energy radiating off the
people around you. I don· t have to know
anything about sports to enjoy that feeling.
I'm not alone in the "football space
cadet" club. There are gobs of other
women out there who would prefer a
complete body wax or vagina l douche to
sitting lhrough three and a half hours of
footba ll. But, you don't have to be a football fanattc to enjoy the game and the
~pirit of the Super Bowl.
All yo u really need is a bowl of chips
and some good company.
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l:.'rin Richards is the opinion editor for
"The Murray Stare News."

MSU drops two in 'Death Valley'
Eagles
defeat
Racers
•

lll

OT
STAFF REPORT

Coming off of an im portant home
win over Southeast Missouri State,
the Murray State Racers (9- 10, 3-4
Ohio Valley Confere nce) squandered any immediate hope of getting
back into the OVC race by blowing a
17 -point lead and losing to Morebead State (I 0-7, 4-2 OVC) 92-83 in
overtime,
Justin Burdine, one of two Racers
who scored 20 plus points. led the
team, shooting 40 percent from the
field ( 10-25) and dropping 24 points
for the game. Antione Whelchel
scored 20 points and pulled down I I
rebounds for his team-leading third
double-double.
However, these efforts were not
enough to hold off 37 points from
Morehead's Ricky Minard and a 17point comeback bv the Eaele~;
After building a seven-point lead
at halftime. the Racers went on an
18-9 run to start the second half, and
at the 10:05 mark. an Antione
Whelchel layup gave the Racers
their largest lead of the game at 6548 But after a M inard 3-pointer and
a Burdine turnover. the Eagles
would go on a run of their own.
In , the fina l 9:48. Morehead
outscored MSU 25-8 and cotppletely
erased the deficit the .R~d:rs had
built. Morehead twned to their leading scorer yet again as" 1Minard
drained a 3-pointer to tie the game at
73 with I :28 remaining in regu lation. The Racers would get off two
more shot attempts, but were unsuccessful in converting, which forced
the game into a third period.
It was overtime where Morehead
shined. and it had ·a perfect five minutes. As a team, the Eagles shot I 00
percent (4-4) from the fie ld including 3-3 from 3-point range and 8-8
from the free-throw line. Morehead's Casey Lowe had lO of his team's
19 points in the extra pe riod.
Injuries and fatigue eventually
caught up with MSU and resulted in
its first loss to Mo rehead in six
years.
Jun'ior center James Singleton a lso
contributed a double-double in the
contest with 15 points and I 0
rebounds.
Jenny Hahn/The News
Murray continues its extended
Murray
State
junior
guard
Antonio
Henderson
goes
up
for
a
shot
during
a
recent
game.
Henderson
scored 16
road trip Saturday against Tenpoints and gr abbed seven rebounds in two MSU l1>sscs last week.
nessee-Martin at 6 p.m .

Racers blow 15-point lead in loss at EKU
8Y TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

For the second game in a
row, the Murray State
men's basketball team gave
up a double-digit lead and
ended up losing the game
when it fell 92-81 at Eastem Kentucky on Saturday.
dropping both games on
the ·oeath Valley' road
trip.
MSU (9-11, 3-5) had
beaten the Colonels 13
straight times until Saturday when, after trailing by
15 in the first half, the
Colonels used a 20-2 run to
take a 46-42 lead into halftime.
MSU was led by senior
guard Justine Burdine with
20 points, junior forward
Antoine Whelchel with 19
and junior guard Antonio
Henderson with 12.
Head Coach Tevester
Anderson
blamed
turnovers and lack of intensity on the defensive end
for the loss at EKU.
"Our guards turned the
ball over too much and that
led to ew.y transition baskets for them," Anderson

said . ..Also. we have to get
better defensively and not
give in to easy baskets."
Henderson agreed.
"We didn't play good
transition against Eastern.
and it cost us; from now on
we've got to take care of
the ball and make our
opponents' defense work
harder." Henderson said.
Although the Racers
continue to excel on the
offensive end. defense has
been a continual problem.
"We know we can score
points. but we have to work
harder on the defensive
end," junior guard Kevin
Paschel said. "We usually
stick with man-to-man, but
we had a lack of concentrating down low and it
cost us."
The team hopes to get
back on track tomorrow
when it visits UT-Martin,
which is ont: game ahead of
Murray State in OVC
standings.
"We hope to play hard
the rest of the way and go
into the tournament and
show we are a good team
and can win,'' Henderson
said.

Katri Wurth/The News

Murray State senior forwurd Rod Thomas (left), junior guard Antonio Henderson a nd junior
forward Chiwale Bedeau watch from the bench during a recent game.
The top four teants get
the tirst round of the OVC
tournament nt home o n
Feb. 27. MSU is curremly
sitting in sixth place.

"We've been having
rwo-n-day practices at 6
a.m. a nd 2 p.m . to get
things back o n track,"
Paschcl snid. " Plus. when it

comes to the tournament.
you can•t count any team
out, es pec ially n tested
team like us."
The ne xt home ga me

for the Racers will be
Thursday against OVC
leader Tennessee Tech,
which is 7-0 in the conference .
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5portiJalll
)ustin BurcUne,
Dftdse McDooaW
Justin Burdine
;and Denise
McDonald are in
this week's Racer

SportUght.
Burdine, senior
guard, averaged
22 points per
game last week in

o MSU losses.
Burdine leads
the Racers in
scoring and is
ranked 36th in the
country, averag~
ing 19.6 points
per game.
McDonald,
senior cen ter, won
!Jler first ave
• !Player of the
Week honors last
week.
McDonald shot
Ia perfect 8-8 from
the field against
lEastem .Kentucky
~d had 20 points
!and 13 rebounds
agajnst Morehead
~tate.

" MCDonald post• ed a 77~ (17-22)
1field-goal percent• age for the week
combined.

fastfact
On February 3,

••llulln

This past weekend, the Murray State
men's and women's track and field
teams competed at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale, lll, for their
first official scored meet. Senior Jon
Cargm broke his collegiate school record
in the shot-put competition with a toss
of 58-3 1/4, placing him second in that
competition.
In the women's division, Senior Shelly
Herndon sprinted to first place in the
3,00()-meter run with a time of 10 minutes,
40.27 seconds and first place in the 5,ooometer run with a time of 18:10.45.
The next scheduled event for the Racers
is Feb. 2 at the Indiana Invitational.

from the field against EKU and put up her
team-leading, fifth double-double for the
season, scoring 20 points, and p ulling
down 13 points in a loss against Morehead State.
Park averaged 20 points, 5.5 rebounds,
five assists and 4.5 3-point field goals per
contest in MSU's last two games. In the
upset victory against EKU, Park scored a
career-high 23 points, converting five of
six 3-point tries and grabbing seven
rebounds. For the week combined, Park
shot 50 percent (13-26) and 60 percent (915) from 3-point range. Park and teammate freshman guard Rebecca Remington, who also is a multiple Newcomer
award winner, are the only two freshmen
in the league who are averaging double
figures.

McDonald, Park eam awards for
perfonnances at EKU, Morehead

Thoroughbreds picked to finish in
middle of Ohio Valley Conference

Murray State senior center Denise
McDonald and freshman guard Brittany
Park took home both of the weekly honors from the Ohio Valley Conference last
week when McDonald was named OVC
Player of the Week and Park earned her
second-straight OVC Newcomer of the
Week award.
McDonald averaged 18.5 points, 10
rebounds, 2.5 blocked shots and two
assists per game. McDonald shot 8-of-8

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
baseball team, finishing with a record of
28-26, lQ-11 Ohio Valley Conference last
year, was chosen as No. 5 in the preseason poll Wednesday by the league
coaches.
League coaches a re not allowed to vote
for their own team, and each team
received seven points for a first-place
vote, six points for a second-place vote,
etc. Austin Peay, last year's OVC runner-

MSU track and field competes
at Southern Illinois University

1899. James Naismith. "the Father
OVC Men's
of Basketball,''
coached Kansas in
Standings
its first ever intercollegiate basketTennessee Tech
ball game. Using.a
Eastern ntinois
Morehead State
,• soccer ball and
Austin Peay
peach baskets, he
UT-Martin
JD\'ented the sport
eight years earlier , Murray State
Tennessee State
r.n Springfield.
Eastern Kentcuky
jMass.. to keep

[YMCA Students

SEMO

OVC Men's
Basketball Schedule
7..0
5-2
5-3
5-3

4-4
3-5

Saturday
Murray State 0 UT·MIIrtin, 6 p.m.
Eastern Kentcuky 0 Austin Peay,
7:30p.m.
Eastern Illinois • Tennessee St.tte,
7:30p.m.
SEMO 0 Tennessee Tec:h, 7:30p.m.

3-5
1·5
Q-6

OVC Women's
Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State

up, was voted as the unanimous No. 1 in
the preseason poll with 49 points.
Tennessee Tech, last year's OVC champion, was chosen as fourth place, one spot
ahead of MSU.

Ohio V•lley Collfenace hu
three of NCAA's top-tea scoren
When the top-ten scoring list came out
this week for NCAA Division-1 basketball, one conference had three players
representing its league. The ACC, SEC
and Big Ten were not on this list, but the
Ohio Valley Conference was.
Eastern Illinois' senior guard Henry
Domercant, Austin Peay's senior guard
Nick Stapleton and Morehead State's
senior forward Riclcy Minard were all on
the list as three of the top scorers in the
country.
Domercant, who is second in all the
NCAA in scoring, is currently averaging
26.8 points per game. Stapleton is aver~
aging 23.4 points per game, which
places him in s ixth place. Minard is
eighth in scoring, averaging 22.7 per
contest.
First on this list is Jason Conley from
Virginia Military Institute. Conley is currently averaging 28.6 points per game.

Sports Briefly is compiled by Assistant Sports
Editor Chris Jung.

OVC Women's

......... Sched.
7-1
6-1

Austin Peay

5-3
5-3

SEMO
Murray State

4-4
3-5

Eastern Illinois
UT-Martin
Tennessee State

2·5
2-6
1-7

Saturday
Murray Slate 0 UT-Martin. 4 p.m.
Ea~tem Kentucky 0 AUIIIin Pay,
5-.JOpm.
SEMO OT~ Tech, 5-.30 p.m.
Eastern Illinois e T~Siale,
5;30p.m.

...................
Schedule

T..-,

Clark vt. a.pne., • p.m
H - va. PrwnldU, 7 p.m.
IUcluN>nd VI. Will.. 8 p.D\.,
flatt VI. Eliubeth 9, p Ill.

n...u,
Hart va.ltldlmoftd &, p.m.
Whlloo ... l!llabttl\7, p.m.
Frmkllll ............ pIlL
........ Clari< '· p.lll.

Ta...S..y
lttptlll VI. Hellier, 6 p.m.
Cllrlcw.. ...... 1p.a.
Eliuloe w.. Hat1. I p.m.
Whllo n. ~ 9 P·"'·

active through the
long winter.

,.,....,

..._n.Hort.7 p.a

..... ... ltldlollaftd.. p.a

Source: ESPN

Jenny Hahn/The News
Murray State forward C uthbert
VIctor goes up for a shot ln a
recent game. Victor scored 26
points aad grabbed 27 rebounds
lD two games last week.

Whllot ... Sptlftpr. 9 p.a
Eliaollettl .,.. a.t. 10 p.m.

c .....t.t.upn
~,.

Alpho Slsma Phi"'· U.mbda O.i Alpha, h
pm.
Pi !Cappo Alpl\l v i. Alplw Tau Onwgo, 7
p.lll.
S.JIIIA Alpll.t Sigm• •t. Alpho ~mmo
Rho.8p.m.
Kapp1 Alph• Psi vs. Sigma Ch~ 9 p m.
Wod.....tay
Si&JU Clll vs. Pi Kaf'PI Alpho, 6 p.m.
Alf>N GomiiUI Rho v o. umbda 0.1 Alpho,

7p.m
Sill"" Alpho Sigma vs. Alpho Tau Omesa.

lpm
!CAppo Alpha .,. vs ~ Slp;ma Phi. 'I p.m..
MOIIollay
Alpho Camm• Otlta n

Slama Sigm•
Sta1111.1p.m
Soa VI. Alpho Omkron 1'1. 8 p.m.
Alpho Sol""' Alp/11 vo. The CI"'!W. 'I p.m .
BWA vs. Quiftolonn. 10 p.m
WodfteodaJ

Si8J1'A \\. Alpha OmiCIOIII'I,
?p.m.
Qu--.. vs. Tht enw. a P·"'IIWA vs. Alp!Y Sisma Alpl\l. 9 p.m.
Alpho CamiNI Delu"" Soa, 10 p.m.
Si(IIN Sipa

BAPTIST
, Murray, Kentucky
Looking for a local church home?
Try Murray's First Baptist Church

Valentine's Day
Special:

Looking for a dynamic preacher?
Try Murray's First Baptist Church
Looking for a Bible study group for university
students?
Try Murray's First Baptist Church

1/4 page ad
1/8 page ad

Join us this Sunday
8:30am contemporary service
(1st, 3rd, 5th Sundays)

(off-campus only)

9:30am Bible study
10:45 am worship service
203 S. 4th St
Murray• 753-1176
web: http://www.fbcmurray.org
e-mail: fbcmurray@fbcmurray .org

IP®LQ)~ ®~

rncmnttn®rro

Call 762-44 78 and ask
to speak to a sales rep!
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Women's basketball splits two on road trip
Racers fall at Morehead State
BY JusnN M c GILL
SPORTS EDITOR

Despite four players scoring in double figures, Murray State's women's basketball team lost 84-79 last
Thursday~t Morehead State.
M urray State held Morehead
State to 41 percent shooting
in the first half, but the
Eagles shot 56 percent in the
second half.
"One of the areas we've
been disappointing o urselves in effort wise is on the
defensive end," Head Coach
Eddie Fie lds said. "For a
while, we were in first place
in defense in the (Ohio Valley) conference. We've
taken a lot of pride in holding teams to high 30s and
low 40s in shooting percentage. We feel we have a
chance to w in when teams

shoot around there."
The loss completed Murray State's trip to "Death
Valley," the nickname given
to the team's annual twogame road swing to Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky. The Racers defeated
EKU 75-70 on Saturday.
"We're disappointed we
lost, but we learned a little
bit about thl. character of our
team," Fields said. "That's a
hard trip. They don't call it
'Death Valley' just to give it

a name."
Murray State trailed 43-37
after the first half despite
shooting 58 percent from the
field. The Racers' strong
shooting continued in the
second ha1f. with the team
connecting on 50 percent of
its shots, but it was not
enough to overcome Morehead State's performance.

"We had some chances,"
Fields said. "We shot well.
We could have shot free
throws better, but overall we
were really pleased with our
play."
.
The Racers made nine of
15 free throws, while Morehead State made aU 10 of itc;
attemptc;. '
Murray State was led by
senior
center
Denise
McDonald, who recorded a
double-double with a teamhigh 20 points and a gamehigh 13 rebounds.
Fields said McDonald's
improved play in the last
week is a positive sign for
the Racers.
"Denise has had three
great games," Fields said.
"If she continues to play like
she can, we have a chance to
win. We're doing a better
job of getting her the ball

where she needs to get it,
and she's attacking the basket a lot more."
McDonald said her teammates have been trying to
get the ball to her more
recently.
"Them having confidence
in me helps me have confidence in myself," McDonald
said.
Also scoring double figures for Murray State were
senior forward Susan Tackett ( 18) and freshmen guards
Brittany Park ( 17) and
Rebecca Remington (I 0).
Park said although the
team was disappointed with
the loss, each player has
improved a great deal since
the beginning of the season.
Said Park: "We feel pretty
good right now. but we've
still got to come out and play
40 minut~s every game."

MSU hands EKU first conference loss
BY KEVIN THOMAS
STAFFWRITU

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State freshman guard Brittany Park drives around a defender during a
recent game. Park led MSU with 23 points last Thursday In a 75-70 win over Eastern
Kentucky and scored 17 points Saturday in an 84-79 loss at Morehead State.

Freshman guard Brittany
Park led the Murray State
wo men's basketball team with
23 points in a 75-70 upset win
Saturday over Ohio Valley
Confe rence leader Eastern
Kentucky University. The loss
was EKU's first in conference
games (7- 1, 15-4 overall).
Murray State snapped
EKU' s nine-game winning
streak. The Racers, who now
have an 8-10 overall record (3S in the OVC), ended a fivegame losing streak with the

win.

Head Coach Eddie Fields
said many people throughout
the league thought EKU be
dominant in the conference.
"At the beginning of the
season, many people throughout the league felt Eastern
Kentucky could go undefeated," Fields said. "We felt we
could play with anyone. I
don't think anyone in the conference felt we could go in
there and win."
Senior guard Eniko Verebes
said each player has been
focused more on the team than
themself in ~;ecent games.
"We've been playing more
as a team, and that helps a lot,"

Verebes said.
The Racers held EKU to
40.7 percent from the field for
the game. Fields said the
defensive strategy of playing a
zone defense against EKU the
majority of the game helped
the Racers win.
"We probably played 90
percent zone in the game,"
Fields said. "We usually don't
do that, but it really worked
for us against EKU."
Senior forward Susan Tackett recorded a double-double
with 18 points and I 0
rebounds. Senior center
Denise McDonald was 8-of-8
from the field and 1-of-2 from

the free-throw line to contribute to the win with 17
poinl'>.
Fields said McDonald's foul
trouble hurt the team at the
end of the first half.
"At one point in the tirst
half we were up by 19." Fields
said. '1llen McDonald went
down, and we had to fight to
hold them off.''
Other Racers helping with
the upset victory over Eac;tem
Kentucky were freshman
guard Rebecca Remington,
who finished with eight points
and seven rebounds, and
Verebes, who had five points
and 10 assi!\ts.

Shampoo, Cut, & Style
MSU -10% OFF

.

Wel come Heath er McCallister
Every Saturday in February
15% discounts on haircuts, colors & highlights
FULL SERVICE HAIR SALQ_N

Spring Gifts & New Scrapbook Supplies Arriving Dally
* Valentine Gifts * Sax Bags * Boyd Bears (40%off) * New Scrapbook
Papers * Jolee's Boutique Stickers and Much, MuchMore*
Come check out all these new goodies.

Hours: Thes.-Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m. & Later by appointment
753-8282 • Coldwater Rd. ( 112 block from University)

WALK-INS ONLY!

753-0859

e'lt.

flqrtUE~

Books & Coffee

Hair Designs

11

New Books - Best Sellers"
Espresso Bar • Fresh Pastries
Whole Bean Flavored Coffee
Magazines • Daily Newspapers
and much more ...

Don't forget to
make your
appointment
for your upcoming
formal!

~~------;flSU Slu~lllll 7>lse~1411ls
632 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
Shoppes of Murray
(behind The Cracker Barrel, next to Fashion Bug)

Open Mon.-Sat.

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED- GO FOR TI-lE GOLD

l l

@

9:30 a.m.
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Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting
applications for Officer Candidate Programs.
This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC / Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate School.
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Buy any size pizza at regular
price and receive 2nd pizza
of equal or lesser value

FREE

BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 395-0048 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW- LIMITED OPENING

I I I ,. I I I

Pick-Up or Delivery

MURRAY
804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

Not good with any other
offer. Coupon good for
Feb. 3 ONLY.

I I

I
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Men's tennis starts year 1-1
•

year, and everyone is healthy. so
right now we look strong, but it' s too
early to tell anything." Purcell said.
Sophomore Bryan Meurer said the
team hopes to repeat as OVC champs
this year, but also has a few other
goals.
"One of our goals, besides OVCs
of course, is to break into the rankings in the top 40 or 50," Meurer
said. "We have a good team and play
some top-ranked opponents early on,
so we want to get some respect in the
rankings if we play good."
Some of those top teams include
Indiana, Memphis, New Orleans,
Kentucky and Mississippi State. and
Purcell said he hopes the schedule
will get his team ready for what is
most important
"Sure we would like to beat teams
like that, but the most important lhing
I want to do is get them ready to peak
around April when we play our OVC
schedule and OVC tournament," Purcell said.

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Murr..ty State men's tennis
team ha.o; a positive outlook after a I I start to the season, beating Morehead 6-1 and losing to Kentucky 5-1
la.<ot week.
Coach Mel Purcell said the team is
more on track than last year as far as
expenence and health go.
''It's early, but on paper we are better than we were la.o;t year," Purcell
said. "We actually have six healthy
players and won' t have to give up
that sixth point like we did last year."
MSU has two returning seniors,
Thiago Gondim. from Fortaleza.
Brazil. and its No. I in singles and
doubles, Nikola Aracic, from Ahaus.
Germany. MSU also has one returning junior and three returning sophomores who experienced last year's
Ohio Valley Conference Championships.
"We only lost one player from last

Purcell has held to the same routine in practice, and he said the team
has been willing to cooperate.
"They know what it feels like to
win first , and they are working hard
to get back lhere and try again; it just
make~ my job easier since they
already have the determination to
work hard already." Purcell said.
Team members said they will benefit from the harder training they are
going through in order to prepare for
meets.
' "We've been running and lifting
weights .in the mornings, then been
on the court in the afternoon:; Meurer said. "It' s aU important to keep up
the hard work in order to be in top
shape come time for OVCs."
The team will head to Bloomington. Ind.. this weekend for a match
with lndian.a University.
Said Purcell: "We have a great
outlook and are excited; I love tennis and these guys maJce it easy to
coach it."

~ of tbc breWing
quarterback controv~, the
New En&Jand Patriocs wiUbeil
the odds and defeat tbc SL
Louis Rams in Super BoWl
VCV"'"'". The Rams who have
yet to make ~ mistakes
tbwi far in the playqff11 will
have some key tumQvers tare
·n the game. and special tea.mS
will determine tbe final

With the power of quarterad: Kurt Warner and nming back Marshall Faulk
hind them. ( think: the St.
ouls Rams are in for a land·
lide victory over the Patriots
is year, The Rams' recQn,J of
J4-2 "-ompared to the Patriots'
11-5 can only support all
ignll pointing to a Super
owl win for the Rams Sun-

1
1

y.

Rifle shares conference title
Bv JusTIN McGILL

got"
Senior Jill Wheeldon said lhe team
had its sights set on winning the championship outright
"It's a small disappointment, but we
still did well by wiMing the air rifle
portion of the match," Wheeldon said.
Murray State scored 1549 points out
of a possible 1600 in the air-rifle competition. lO points bener than secondplace ITU. Hicks led MSU with a
score of 390. foUowed by freshman
Robert Purdy (389), freshman Crystal
Dove (386) and sophomore J. T.
Hearn (384).
Tennessee Tech scored 4614 points
out of a possible 4800 in the small bore
competition. MSU finished 12 points
behind in second place. Hicks scored
1171 to lead MSU, followed by Dove
(1160), Purdy (1144) and Wheeldon

SPORTS EDITOR

Last Thursday at Tennessee-Martin.
Murray State repeated itc; 2001 Ohio
Valley Conference Rille Cbampionl>tiips performance. Tennessee Tech
did as well, causing the second-consecutive championship split. Murray
State won the air-rille title, while Tech
won the smallhore competition.
Head Coach Diana Stone !laid MSU
had a bad day at Martin. but 1TU
could not take advantage.
"I'm glad we won one gun, because
\\e didn't perform up to par." Stone
said. ''I was n liule nervous that we
wouldn' t win either.''
Sophomore Morgan Hick.s said lhe
team performed bellt:r than what was
originally indicated.
''We were hoping to win all of it this
year, but when we got done shooting
we really didn't think we had a very
good chance of getting half of it,"
Hicks said. "We needed n little boost
of confidence, and thai's what we

(112'1).

Hicks was named to lhe All-Conference Team in bolh events, while Purdy
earned the honor in air rifle and Dove
in smatlbore.
The performance gave lhe team an

..

FOR

PERSONALS
Al>:i CI.UIJ. llunk» lor ull )'OUr work oo
br thb yc::u KIX() it up. we have' u long
rnad :thc:ul of u.<, hut 10.1: L~n do It!
.ST\.'I)El'<IS .. Pbcc ~ Jlc:f>;lllul ud !Od&y
h) ollong 7624478! You on 111:1ke
:K)ont."nc'• day!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fnuernltln,

~rorltln,

Clube,
Stucknl Group'~ . 1:.om 51WQ-Sl000 thl'
semt.."ol<'r woth oloc c;o sy Cumpu,fundr~o><
o:r ~·om 1lm:e houo fundr.ol,inll ev"nl.
Dews nut onvnlvc I n:<JH C.<rd a[l!)loGI•
lio n' funtlr.ol>onj! d;\le> J~ l'illinj! quk kly. "'' c oli IIKb yi Conl.oct CollllflU'·
1\ on.lr.oi"·r n »n J tii!Kill 'll 3·.i 2jll, or vl,it

\\<W'>' .c:oonru.,Ju ndr:ober.u)m.

BUILDINGS
:-.ll·.H 111111.DIN<;s SAL!!· ~.nOO+ 'tl.t'~.
40x60xl4, .)10,007; ~7'\~1 4, $ H ,OA.l;
~Oxlll(h; l 6, $ 17,721>; 6ox l 00~ 1 6, Sl 9,65l
Mlno-~otorJj!C:

hulld.ngH, o40Jt HiO, .\2 unoo~.
$16,914. fn:c: bmdourcJ<. ,.....,• ..-nllncl·
l>ulldln,W<.com lic!rotind 1\uildillJI.'· H00-

327-0790, Extl'l\,klfl 79.

~11 SCELL AN

E0 l' S

HOLI.\ \);'000 UJ.F.HRITY OU!T Rc::ope
Send Sl.OO :tnd S.A;~ FM 101 OlfT, P.O.
llox 111:11, ~lurro~y, KY -42071

lut."::'

'J..'antc:d!
H:ave yuur flr<xluH devdopt.oJ by o ur
n:,;e:>ro·h Prod dcvclnpnoc nt finn :snd pro·

TN\'JINTQRS·Pn>du<1

fe»•<>nally pn.':!eotetl to manufat1un:rs.
l':aterot ..._,.•;,w rK·c Av.uiJhle. fn:e lnfor·
m.uiun I·AOI}.'\ 1- II)IA \
• NFFI> A COMrtrn;R ntJr NO

Ynu'ro: uppn•vo:<li

CA.~H?

t~MrKinl! j!UJr~nteeo.l!

No oJ•lt nc~'<l<"<l t<l<.bYI n.od rr<.'tlot <ik;~yt
1'\o <rlodit d lct'k· nu tr<"<lil Lumdown&J
If!<)() I \H7-79KA w"'w ('1:-<:tt:dh com.
1>0 YO U IIAVH SO Mf!THIN G TO
AI)V P.RTISE, hoo t you ju,o tlun·r knllw

wh1:a• tn fllol II' Ca ll 1270 ) 7t'll.JH7H .ond
pl:ou: a ol.o,,oi'K·d .<d iro 1lu: nuscd Llneotl'
"oC.-. t:lum ,,;· TI1c Murr.ty Sl.Jlt:.f\\:w~!
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SALL

WANT Upd;lted Madden 2002 ro.<~er:o Of
moRc:n. With namo rot NCAA. 2002 on
the PSZ' S'i e:~dl Of S8 fllf both Call

J.u;on Ill 159-9862.
BUY FACfORY DIRECf WOIJ'l' T... N·
NING IJEOS P:aymrnt- From S2Vmonth
FREE Ct>lnr Cru:llcg. Call Tud:ly 1-1100·
1!-12·1310 ww... npc:t.,t;m.t'<>m
COMPLETE SATELUTE SYSTEM wuh 2
ret-elver.~ iru.t:llled fnr I"""' tlun$~ 00,
Call ~2-2S4-0768 or l-866-3')8.3474.
t:SEO L11UTY POlES For s~le. Good
Condltoon. $1.850/ $1.9'50 per bnti-Oehv·
en:d Call Win,te-JdOI -800-647-6221.

HELP WANTED
HORIZON CA.\1~ ... Are you :1 dynamic,
enerj!etlc, comp.1s.ionate, motivated
indJvidu.~l looking for the 1iXP£RIENCE
OF A UFETI\1£? If -<0, then Hom.on
Olrnp8 ~' tl~ pl~ce for you Horizon
L> m:1dt: up of live OUTh'TANI).
lNG co-ed summt:r c:~mp.,, :<t:ekinjl
AMAZI!IIG l'UIT to wt>tk with INCRI!DI·
lU.E ko&. r:1ngmg on :til" fmm 7 lo 1S
Loc;~ted on NY, PA. ,)dE, :.nd '11!\', p<llll·
uon., :1re :av.1ibhle .n the :ue:o.~ of group
le:odong, 3thl<'!ics, thc:ure-~rt,, w;ltt'r
'J'Oft.', outdoot' eductbo n. :and "' much
more. For more inform:ulon ~nd to <'Om·
r lete an 2pplica1Jon ple;t'le cont~CI
us ...
honzonc:unp>.com 14!00-S4-I·

U.mps

"""'w.

~

GIRL SCOUT Camp ~IT: Wo rk In I he
c>O!doorl 3Jld m:Uce a difference In the
hfe of :a child. l.lfegu:1td:., and Nurse&
~J.;o n~'<.-dc:d. R00475-2621.
FRIENDLY TOYS AND GIPTS w.,hed to
thank our CU.\tomer.., ho.'>!e"""'• ;~dvisor..
for their n:con.l bre~konK 2001. G:o.,h
pnzes, uip'l join our Fnendly F:omily. I ·
800-41l8-187S.
TEACHER RECRUITMENT PAIR·Spon•
~on:d by We~tern Vorgonoa Educ:~uon
Con;;ortium ' Fricby, Fehrunry 8 (-l p.m -8
p.m.).&turday, Fehrunry 9 ( 9 3 rn .- 2
p.m. l - S:llc:m Civic Cc:ntc:r, 1001 Boull~
vard, Salem, VA · p:miclpJling 'it:h<>nl
drvbion' will solld t applio':ltion.' to fill

11tAIN ANO WORK CLOSt; 1'() HO ME!
Chon•c fn>m o ne of 7 Jnh Corps ~..:mc:r
:~<:m.'l.• the M~tc und ~~-cove: fn:e orautonll
nght hc·rc In Kentu<·ky. Joh C.>rp.' sufl
will help you rl.on your ('2rt't:r, llnd u
$1f....-.ot joh ~In"' tn hnmc anti c-~m mun:
money when ynu wadu:lle, (~t·t your
Gill) or hij!h ~dWxll diplnma while living
()II a 1\t'IIIUtky J<lh Corp. <:t·nter.
d.:ntfal und non-rc.,ldc nual f'lll!lf:Ono'
:ovall.lhlc:. A11c.~ 16- H Call J.f(f>-JO H
CORPS fnr murc tnlorntouon .ohnlll .o
Cl'nter ne;or ynul

R.,,,.

SSSCARf.ER 'IRAININGSS~'I S l>ay U >L
Tr:oonong 'Comp;onic• WRIN<i 'fOOA Yltl
'Eam Ufl to $RUO per W~'<.'k 'Tuotonn
Relmhur.;emcnt ' ll<:nc:loos Avatlablc: •Get
SS
Whilt•
Training!
l -ll00-88} ·
0171C4xi<K''t'S. ..-ww ,·d hn:b.m m
llRIVER·~'e KtOC:fl yuo Rc~lln! Stln ur 10
~5c/mol<" Lo:adcd'Empty, F.xC'cllcnt Hcne-

fll:l, l>i"-'<1 Dc:po:<il, T~rp P..ty, A'I.'IIJ!ned
Convmuc11ul dri\'e home 8()().441-4271
ext.-I!Ti j~.
ORIVF.Jl~ Experience the P9'"'r o l p ride
21 USA Truck. T op JXI)' up to 43CI mtlc.
lnopericnc'Cd? Tultlun ro:imhurscment
a>-:ill. Q IO 's w.:ll'Ornc ~237-4642.

ORIVERS·TRACTOR TRAi lP.R 'New
Model C'..onvc:nliun:al Tr.lcto<ll 'Qualit)'
Home 1·ullt" 'Full ll<:ndu.• ' RegiOnal &
01'R PCl<'i•tonn.,. Nt) S11.lDf.NI~ AMCTIC
EXPRF.'iS, Holli:ard, 011 431>Ul I ~J0-927·

01.H. www.ur<:Uo~.,pre:.~_Ollll
G&"l' 11tAINEl>, GP.T IIIRED, <ti!T PAll>·
C<'! Y<~ur Cl.._.,, A Cl>l. And 1\ t~~at joto
Makin!! S.}lK ~ lkndlts ht Yr. Nu

Mnney Om or I'<X:kct, Who!~ 1'rJinln~t.
Tuitlo>n R<:imhun.a~mo,:m ,o,v;ul.ohlc, Nn
F.mpluynwm Cnntr;Jd., Ht)H-219·7S\13
PAID Cl)l ,
tr;unonl( rvr

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

-..::-o

~

J u llt 1 Block From M!iU Dornu

Car Stereo Specialist- Cu1tom lnmflstlon

- ,.

.

...w'#~

A • .,...._,.._

.,..,.,.,,

Organ & Tzssue
DONATION

Share) our life. Sllare your decision~

Expires: 02/09/01

I
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r....em:uivt work w hen :sntl where they
chnno'C. lc:t'~ blk. ~:Z-40~'

ORIVER-!I ,OOO!WEEK SAI.AMY fnr OTR
,·ompany driver... O wner oJlt'rat(>!l> entny
54,000 Sign-On l:lonus .ontl rlrnty ol
hlf!h·dnllar fn:of!ht. COL--A "'IUIIt"l ilQ<I4'75·S581 . t:<>e.
OR1VER 11tAI,..,T:F$ NI:EIWD E.ono Whole
You l.c;.om·Wcmt:r .mtl •~lwt c·.orroer.~ "'''

l11rlng. l'i-O~y Tralntnj(. W~o:ki v h<>nl<'
tome :available $1'>';11-$9<)() \\ccld y, pill•
h<:rwtih Call I -Mt'l·31l')-tl~9.!_
ORIVER-COVENA'll' TRANSPOtn" Now
offering Pl·f Dlt:m Pay for !!xpcnl.'nf~'<l
Tc:ams, S<•fo, 11ntl Trainers. () 1().
So lON'fe:om\ R3C Plus fut•l ~un. ha!J:C
Call l~·MOII E·PA Y ( 1-MH-667·37291
DRIVERS, O\'er the n>ad 35 St:lk':l. Fbt
w!sidt:~. btc modd ccmvt!fltoonal~ 3
)'Clr.> e~pt.'flenCt:. S2,000 Si,Rn On B<mu.,,
sun ,j4c•.j8t m1le+ bc:ncfits. Call CIIOOl

..44-6648.
DRIVERS· ~os up to }41, Tt:ant'i up en
48«, Oxur~~'tor.> .811 illl mile•. IA:-.L"<t:
~ :&v:iil. ( Zeru down ) Holidly oric:nbtiun pay Burlington Mocor Carriers

REAL ESTATE

14100.234-7007 •ww.endloMummc:r''lUrs.cum.

llALE HOLLOW l.AKF. l:lke l.ng C'.:~hin
$6').900. New ~':lh.n w/h:arn.' on 6 ~.

-ACT NOWI Guu:~nte<: the lxst
SPIIING BllEAJt PRlast Sooth P:ldn:-,
C:lnnon, j am.1 icl, fl.llum:t.'l, Acupok:o,
f1nritb & l>brdi Gr:ss. Rc:ps N~f.
Tr:ovc:l Free. F.am $$$. GROUP
DISCOUNTS FOR 6•. AI)().Hj8-g2Uj
www.lelsureto uD.coon.

P:IVL-.1 nl:td'i, "llulilltlo. C::r:md operung
ft'b lflch hmitetl p~rccl~ .ov-.1il., F.Z
Finandng. C:lll Now tli66) nc;.:Sl6J CXI
7~7.

f"li\);' I.O<i CAIIIN nn J .ures wllh fR!I:
'""'t bllfl & pnl!llte lctke acres~. Ten·
n<'!<><'<! nooumauu. N<·ar \R hole ll•~l

n>ur;c $1>'),')(1() Term$ C!oll

315-4

X

l-801~o704-

lj7

M !FD tl> 'I.· II u pi· ~<! of prnpt·rty> IAi TI1c:
Murr:oy ~t;ll<' New' Cl.o .,;llinb hc:lp Call
tl7ill 7<•l~i'I7H to 1'1·11'1! an aol toJay!

TRAVEl
"GET MARRII·O' Smoky

Mount;o ln>

G<1

In sprinj!hrc-.lkdt,wunt.,.tt~tn I'W

ADVERTISERS. Call !l?Ol ?Ci2 --147ll tn
pl3te a d~-ilicd 3J Ill lh<• srrinll llreak
section nl 11ot• Murny St;ott: News• We
have ' i>c nome 1." "''·' cominjl out hdon:
Sprin11 llrtcJk IM•rdl 16-l•l> Don't
dc:la) ....,tudc:nL' are noakinft plans l'oo
Spong lln,;ok alre:ody! Pk k Ufl the tc:l•~
!'hone and c-.oll todly!

m~:nl!> 1~}-7274. V2~':4hon t,.,dgrng

up " copy of 1l1c: MurrJy St u" New..!
Only ,jx Lisuc:< left before Sprifllt B=k,
su :.Utt pbnning!

1-8CJ0.63-1·~ 14

Kmokyweddin!l-"-com

SPRISG IIRI!AK l>E:>'11NA110 NS...Tile
MUIT:l)' Sell<' New~ Is 1hc best adven•'IOJ::
vdudc you c:~n U.'i<.' to n::~ch the colle~
m:uk~'L So c:ill 762-4478 to pl.lce nn 11d
tod:oy!

1~58~-

PROFI!SSIONAL DRIVER. SO OQ\);•N
LEASE PI RCHASI:!. i.oW<"I p:lymcnts In
rhe ondu>tty! A\'d:ll!e 92C/kJ:tdcd rnole I
year OTR re<Juin:tl. EOH. C.II Tony, Bob
o r !>am 1-ROO-S53·CR.'>T czntn Jnh
C< «le : KY1>T V.WW ,UM\"~n<'' <nm

SWIFT TRANSPORTATION I• luronl!
eJ<pcnent.'C and in<'Xpt'rtl'Tl<'t'd dnvcr.
;md 0/0. CDI. Tr.unong •~ uvall;ohi<'. We
otr<'r llrt:at pdy, ht.'fldlls. tuoto<•n rc·ooot•

SPRING BREAK
SPRING RREI\1\ l!Jh;~nt:~.' Plan)· Cruise!
~ O;~y:~ $279! lndudt_..,_ \1e-Jb & l'ree Plr ·
lle•l A" e'""" " llc-.l(hcs, Nlj!htli!o:'
I k p:on,, I'rom 1·1umb! (;.oncun & Jam~oo':l
$4~9'

I RUCK DRL\'IK<i SCIIOOI. No ,\ !uno:)'
O..>"n F.am up tro H'l,t~)ll ynur firlit )<'Or
'IOO"I> Jo b Pi~t";.>n>c:nt \"U.W tlt ' <'AlOIJY.i•
ny Tuttoon Re ionhun:ctnt:nl CAlL 'fOil.

•I SI'I<INCi 1\Mfi.M\ \'ooc:ololln..! C.onc un ,
J:uualo.o, ll.lhJt•J.I5 ,'( Horocb lk:l>l f'ar·
oi' "• lk:;t Hot~L,,. ll~:-o l'ri<:c~i Grour

hoo,.~menl

H(l0· 2~1 ·"i20'l ~>k lor Kyr:•

WWVV

,:)IUUC:niC:IlpTt:~:J.

Free Pn>gnancy

Test~

li2l I nformation About ALL Choices
ld Caring and Confidential Help

~eys

1 -liOol-o o?~ l,~~.

25~

p<!r w o rd fo r the
fir:-ot 20 w o rds . ,
20¢ each
additional w o rd .

Bol d Face Type:
$1 per line
Attention getters
~-cr-- $ 1

OISCOUWU'IJ

MCMAr:.c•'~~ ~.J
~~·.

SPRINGBREAK

~

I.IIM

L..>J:JI · !
www.springbrenkdirec~.com

800.367.1252

Fou nd Notices are
publish ed at no
charge for 2 Issues.

Classifleds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAll 762-44781

NIEON HIIEA«:H
Tunning & Storage Aenlul

M..sv Stutfents
The J..ife Bouse
JSO<i
Chestnut .Street

www. I. Housc .org

Hours

10% discount off tannine Packaees.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·Thurs.
8 a.m.· IO P.m.
fii. & Sat.
8

81 2 Whitnell Drive

Murray

753-3333

a.m.- 9 P.m.

I -GRAND OPENING• IS Tanning Red~
(al),o 2 upgrades)

• 20 min. Cybrrdome
• 12 min. Sundasb Radius
Stand-Up Unit
U.S.~of~

Ltllll

Call Now: 1·800-787-3787

•prlnjlhrt':lktr.ovd wrn 1 ·~)(}-6711·

k<x:-mlfl

Classified Rates

A1inimttm C harge $ 1

Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,

ro,SAA
Wlll:-11, 11RI~I\ f';oown• Cooy Fmm $1291
lluard'>'.olk R1 MJ1JI "'I Kitdu:n. Next to
Uulh l 7 l'.m it.,. lnduding i'ree Dnnksl
Pa) lo n.o S I ~')' ~po l ooglnc.o~tru•·cl.u>nl

February 2nd is
Groundhog Dayl

Jamaoca. Bahamas & S.Padre

Call 75.3·0700

!iii

01ll

llOIJ-'Sil4-7'il.l2.

1>Tl10Ello-r.; .. CI~et k thos M.'<11<)0 every
wec:k on onlcr to llnd 1he lx.::.t l.k.':ll~ on
:ipnng li•.,;ol, trofl!»! The fitllt 1\l<'Jl tu p bn·
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Sunset Boulevard Music

Each year, the Super Bowl
showcases the best team
from each NA.. conference in
a game to determine the best
team in the league, Unfortu"
nately, the best the AFC had
to offer this year is the New
England Pa1riots. The St.
Louis Rams, the representative of the NFC, will make
the Patriots look like Yt'ater-

Classifieds

1200 v-.ac:mcie:l For ll untlorm jOh upplic::ulo n
and
infnnn:uinn
v isil
....,..,.,.,._..-vpcoc:.Of!! or c:ill <;40-831-6414 or
S40-R31-6391. P:utidp:ttlng sChool divl·
1\k)n.•: Allcgh:any, Jll~nd, liolelnun ,
Cr.li11, l}.rnvlllc-Ployd, Fr:11>klin, l itle>o,
Henry M.Jni~.Ue, Montgomery, 1'-~ trick,
Pot~ylvonta , PulL•kl, Rc~<~ nokc City,
Rounokc County, !ialc:m and Wythe.
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S i!DO Compact
Off Any New
Dl!ic

opponunity to evaluate its status as a
national contender. MSU will host
NCAA Sectionals next week.
Hicks said team members will focus
on performing their best at the same
time.
"We all want to have a good day
when we need to," Hick.s said. ''We
need all four people on the team to
shoot well on the right day. We're
really focusing on not letting the big
competitions get in our beads."
Murray State followed the OVC
Olampionsips by ho~ting and taking
first place in the Roger Withrow Invitational. The team finished the threeday event \\ith an aggregate score of
6194, four points better lhan the University of Kentucky's blue team.
Sophomore Morgan Hicks led
MSU in air rille wilh a score of 394
and led all shooters in smallbore wilh
a score of 1182.
Murray Stale hosts lhe NCAA Sectionals next weekend and is scheduled
to host the NCAA Rifle Championships on March 14-16.

Cellular Accessory Connection of Murray welcomes
MSU students to visit our new store located in front of
Wal-Mart. Students, bring in your Racer Cards and
receive I0% off of all accessories.
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Murray State faculty, staff
run for City Council seats
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Five of the 19 candidates who have
filed to run for Murray City Council
also have strong ties to Murray State.
Director of the Adventures in Math
and Science program Dons Parham.
Assistant Professor of Agricuhure Jay
Morgan. WQTV Sales Associate Pete
Lancaster, Computer Systems Technician Orville Herndon nod Campus
Minister for Chi Alpha Mark Randall
ull filed for the Murray City Council
candidacy by the 4 p.m. Tuesday
deadline.
The Nov 12th elect ion will determine the 12 seats on the council. Each
council member elected will be a llotted a two-year term.
Parham and Morgan are two of the
nine incumbents trying to defend their

seats on the Council.
Parham is in the midst of serving
her second term on the council and
said she thinks her work at Murray
State e nhances her position on the
Council in terms of accessibility.
" I feel I'm pretty accessible to the
public and to the people at Murray
State," Parham said.
Morgan is currently serving his fl!St
term as a member of the council. He
said he feels his employment a t Murray State can help with communication between the University and the
council.
"Even though I'm not a direct advocate for Murray State, sometimes I can
be a liaison for the two," Morgan said.
Morgan said a lthough being
employed at the University could be
beneficial fo r communication, he
doesn't feel his employment gives

him any advantage o n the counc il.
This is Herndon· s first time to file
for candidacy, although he said he
considered it a few years ago after a
controversial zoning issue in Murray.
"If you weren't willing to go out
and get involved in this (the council),
you could fi nd yourselves a victim of
other people's desire to go out and
make mo ney," Herndon said.
This is a lso the first time Randall
has faled for candidacy for the M urray
City Co unc il. Randall said his love for
the c ity compelled him to file for the
office.
" I think this is o ne of the greatest
places to live in the world," Randall
said. "I love the University. I want to
help the city to continue to be the
great city that it is."
Lancaster was unavailable for com·
ment at press time.

Mattei:

product which' involves plastics.
metal fabrication or assembly is not
just looking Bt the brick and mortar
building. but if there is a readily
available work force," Manning said.
"There is a work force of 1,000 people already available and with the
growth of the economy and the Uni·
versity, lhe quality of life in Murray
is very attractive."
Manning said the area needs to
dh·ersify the number of manufacturing jobs. attracting more manufacturers that employ smaller numbers of
employees, so the area can "spread
its risk," therefore, a plant closing

-_

would not send such a large numbe r
of workers to the unemployment line.
"You want to try to diversify your
manufacturing base by picking up a
number of smaller companies so
when you lose one, you don't take
quite such a big hit," Manning said.
Manning said one of the major
c hallenges with selling a manufacturing fac ility is the number of manu·
facturingjobs lost across the country.
"The manufacturing industry as a
whole is not in a recession, but a
depression," he said.
Ma nning said about 5,000-6,000
jobs have been lost in the United

1

"The elementary school is
great," Alexander said.
..The principal is great. The
teacher is great. I think they
have adjusted extremely
well."
Alexander said he under·
stands the importance of the
University and its place in
the educational process.
Said Alexander: " When
the smoke cleared and all
the issues are pushed aside,
that one issue is first and
foremost. We're here for
them. We're here to make
sure they can achieve their
objectives professionally
and personally."

re:.idential-college struc·
turcs was also addressed,
and Alexander gave a blunt
answer.
"There's no money,"
Alexander said . " We' re
stuck with the:.e high-rise
structures until we can
knock them down. These
buildings are not ideal for
any prnctical purpose. so I
wnnt you to tell me when
something needs to be fixed,
and we' ll make sure it's
fixed.''
Student
Government
Association President Nikki
Key said the forum was nee-

~· f''"""~~
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essary not only because of
residential·college bsues ,
but also to increase students'
confidence in approaching
the president with concerns.
" It shows the students that
the president is here for
them,.. Key said. '"He cares
about their concerns. He's
very much a student-oriented President. The residential-college system is something that is unique to Murray State University, and I
think it was very good for
the leaders of the residential
colleges to see that vision of
what it can be.''
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Saturday, February 9
Spm Curris Center

Old School
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the University,'' Alexander
said.
He added that the residential-college system !>hould
be the foundation of the
undergraduate college experience and stressed the
importance of communal
activities like intramural
spons. When asked about
the proposal for a new fitness center, Alexander said
it was a priority as studentrecreation facilities are the
most popular facilities at
college campuses across the
country.
The issue of inadequate

I

Friday, February 8
8pm, Racer Arena

$9.95 for all at
www.l23file.net
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"The most important
thing in my day is at 7:30 in
the morning when I take my
5-year-old, Sy.vannah. to
kinderganen, and I see her
face, but I also see the faces
of all the children, and that
is why we're here." Alexander said. 'The University ic;
one piece of their educational process. The little faces
remind me of that everyday."
Alexander's children also
have
started
getting
involved in the Murray educational process. His daugh·
tcr Savannah is attending
kindergarten this year.

From Page 1

S tates in the last few years, causing a
compet ition a mo ng many areas
across the country in attracting manufacturing businesses. He said local
groups are working with diligence
a nd consiste ncy to make sure the
com plex has new tenants as q uickly
as possible.
" With a ll of these layoffs and
plants moving to China and Mexico,
it's increasi ngly competitive to try to
move industry into a n area," Ma nning s aid. "People sho uldn't expect it
to happe n in a mo nth, six months or
a year, but we are diligently working
to fill the faci lity."
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E-File Your Federal & State
- - - - Returns - - - - I
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Although the presence of
children in Oakhurst last
occurred over a decade ago,
Alexander said there were
not any major changes made
to the house to accommodate his family.
"They've (Facilities Manageme nt)
done
some
upgrades to the house,"
Alexander .s aid. "They've
painted it and rewired it so
that it is not a fire hazard
anymore, but that has been
just about it."
Alexander said having his
family with him during his
transition to Murray has
been everything to him.

Residential College systetn
enqures despite inadequacies
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Forum:

Murray manufacturer falls in midst
of nationwide decline in industry
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Community welcomes
President's daughters
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EXPECT THE BEST FROM A GIRL
THAT'S WHATYOU'LL GET.
EncClurage your daughter to >Lllld up and
be hwd in ~ilool. Tell her i1"s oby 10 be
\matt m fl'l>lll of boys. Te.1eh her 10 be
ouL~poken . as~ertive 1111d in~~nm~.

in the Curris Center

$2 MSU Students w/ ID's
$5 general publlc

For mon: mformntrnn on how lo help your
dau~httr. call

1-800-WCC-4-0lRLS. Orvisil
us on the lntrmt"t at w-ww academic.urg.

Dance Lounge.

Sponsored by:

Springer - Franklin College

Women 's Coll<!gc Couhtton

Girls! Are you a Christian??
Do you want to be in sorority??

a

RUSH ALPHA DELTA CHI!
Monday

Feb. 4 - Informational Meeting
Business Building
Room 404 • 7:30p.m

Mexican Food,
Deli sandYiiches,
BBQ & Full Bar

Feb. 5 - Carr Health • 8:30p.m.

Open at 11 a.m., 7 Days a Week
Open Sunday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

Feb. 6 - "Obstacle Course"
Ordway Hall • 8p.m.
Friday

Sunday

1005 Arcadia Circle
(Corner of 10th & Arcadia)
759-8866

Feb. 8- Bid Night • TBA

Feb. 10 - Preference Tea • 2p. m.

QUESTIONS?? Contact Amanda @ 759-0332 OR
e-mail: amanda.dawson@murraystate.edu OR
www.geocities.com/adxkappal

www. thenews.org
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PRAISE HARD PLAY HARD PRAY HARD
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